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Hand Carved, 100% Wool Rugs
5’x8’ $99
8’x11’ $199
100% Wool, Power-Loomed Rugs by Nourison
5’x8’ $499
8’x10’ $999
Contemporary Hand-Knotted Rugs
5’x8’ starting at $499
8’x11’ starting at $999

Million Point Rugs Persian Design
5’x8’ $199
8’x11’ $399

Laminate by Shaw or Mohawk
16 Colors to Choose From 15 Year Warranty
2 1/4” Canadian Oak, 3 1/4” Solid Maple, 4” Solid Kempas, 5” Designer Oak, 5” Hand-Scraped Exotics
Up to 12 Steps Enclosed or Open $1499 Installed

High Gloss Bamboo by Carpetland
Available in 2 Colors 20 Year Finish Warranty

Earned Cleaner
Drop-Off Or Call For Free Pick-Up & Delivery at (571) 594-2500

Just Call (571) 594-2500
Baileys X-roads / Arlington / Falls Church
(703) 845-7999
1520-A Lee Highway Pike Across from Toys R Us, next to Party City.

HARDCOURT
Calgary / Lake City
Potomac Mills / Lake Ridge / Dumfries
(703) 594-2500
271 Potomac Mills Circle Behind Olive Garden and across from Nordstrom Rack

Arlington / Falls Church
(703) 845-7999
1520-A Lee Highway Pike Across from Toys R Us, next to Party City.

Springfield / Annandale / Kingstowne
(703) 644-4200
1651 Franciscus Road
By Ballway & 395

Springfield / Annandale
(703) 644-4200
1651 Franciscus Road
By Ballway & 395

HEINER REMODELLED!
Vienna / McLean / Tysons Corner
(703) 242-1111
533 West Maple Ave, intersection of 123 & Nolusy, next to 7-11

Alexandria / Shirlington / National Harbor
(703) 751-1005
3230 Duke St, intersection of Quaker Lane Across from Panera Bread

Contemporary Wool Blend Rugs by Nourison
5’x8’ $249
8’x10’ $499

25 year /f_inish warranty

2 1/4” Canadian Oak, 3 1/4” Solid Maple, 4” Solid Kempas, 5” Designer Oak, 5” Hand-Scraped Exotics

$3.99 sq. ft.*
$6.99 sq. ft.*

$5.99 sq. ft.*
$9.99 sq. ft.*

$1.59 sq. ft.*
$2.29 sq. ft.*

$3.99 sq. ft.*
$4.99 sq. ft.*

$1.99 sq. ft.*
$2.79 sq. ft.*

$1.99 sq. ft.*
$2.88 sq. ft.*

$2.88 sq. ft.*
$3.99 sq. ft.*

*limited quantities available

solid or Engineered Oak

$99 sq. ft.*

$4.99 sq. ft.*

*$limited to stock colors only*

1 YEAR Same As Cash Financing*

SHOP AT HOME
Just Call (571) 594-2500
STORE HOURS: M-F 10-9 • SAT 10-8 • SUN 11-6

www.mycarpetland.com
CARPET
FREE Padding & Installation with Minimum Purchase*

0% interest until 2013!

High Gloss Bamboo
by Carpetland
Available in 2 Colors
20 Year Finish Warranty

Contemporary
Hand-Knotted Rugs
Every piece is unique!

$499

$1499 Installed

Million Point Rugs Persian Design
5’x8’ $199
8’x11’ $399

Contemporary
Wool Blend Rugs by Nourison
5’x8’ $249
8’x10’ $499

$3.99 sq. ft.*
$6.99 sq. ft.*

$1.99 sq. ft.*
$2.29 sq. ft.*

$1.99 sq. ft.*
$2.88 sq. ft.*

$2.88 sq. ft.*
$3.99 sq. ft.*

*See store for complete details. Financing with approved credit. Professional installation is available. FREE cleaning requires minimum purchase of 300sq/ft of carpet or 150 sq/ft of wood flooring. Art for representation only, actual product may vary. •
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Super 88 by Top Tier
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Publisher's Note

This month, Zebra takes on the screen. From the latest gadgets for our little touchscreens on smartphones and laptops at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, to the independent films celebrated at the Sundance Film Festival, to the red carpet celebration of this year’s finest performances on the silver screen with our 2nd Annual Oscar contest, Zebra correspondents and contributors have been there to bring the stories home to you.

February also welcomes our new Managing Editor, Kris Gilbertson, who has already logged countless hours helping bring her first issue with us to life. There are a million little pieces that have to be brought together, and tweaked, and trimmed and sharpened that make each month better, and we are confident her contributions will make us even stronger.

We’ve added a few new writers as well. Melissa Nix, an accomplished journalist debuts her new column, “Letters from A Broad,” which will essay her travels in poignant and humorous ways, Dan Ryal submitted his first “Ask the Plumber” piece, and we encourage you to write him with any everyday plumbing questions; Scott Meeks, a self-proclaimed eco-geek and environmental journalist launches his first focus on organic cupcakes; and the Sheriff’s department’s newly-retired public information officer, Harry Covert joins Zebra with his new insightful column.

We’re off to a good 2012, and continue to appreciate the advertisers and readers who steadily believe in what we are doing. I hope you enjoy this month, and as always, do send us your feedback and suggestions along the way. Enjoy!

Mary Wadland
Publisher

Distribution

25,000 copies delivered by hand each month to households and businesses in the following neighborhoods and high-traffic areas:

- Alexandria
- Amanda West
- Ashburn
- Beaverton Hills
- Braden Heights
- Crystal City
- DelRay
- Fairfax
- Front Royal
- Great Falls
- Lorton
- Mclean
- Mclean Woodbridge
- Mantua
- Old Town Alexander
- Park Fairfax
- Reston
- Seminary Hills
- Shirlington
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The deadline for the receipt of all new advertising materials is 5:00 p.m., Wednesday, seven days prior to publication. Materials and space reservations will be accepted for previously purchased and camera-ready materials as late as 5:00 p.m. on the day prior to publication.

For Advertising Information, call 703-224-8911
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The Zebra is an independent monthly publication providing news, information and entertainment for readers in Northern Virginia. The publication is published by Zebra Media Solutions, LLC, which is responsible for the form and content of this publication. The publisher is not responsible for any claims made by advertisers.
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This year, more than 140,000 people from across the globe were drawn to Las Vegas to visit the world’s largest consumer technology tradeshow. CES (Consumer Electronic Show), which is a yearly global technology tradeshow, housed over 1.7 million net square feet of show floor with over 15 miles of aisles. Needless to say, the taxi lines took forever.

CES 2012 had the most cutting edge technology anywhere, from tablets, phones, and TVs to refrigerators and dancing cats. All the big name electronics companies like Sony, Motorola, and Samsung were there. But what any avid CES attendee will tell you, the small time, hole-in-the-wall companies that spent all their money on a 6x6 foot space are the real heart of CES.

This was my third year at CES, so I was able to see through all the flash and lights and dig deeper into what really will be the next big thing. This year was not so much about a revolutionary device that will alter how we do things, like tablets have done, but more year in which the technology gets cheaper, better, smaller, thinner, more portable, more stable.

Speaking of thin, one of the thinnest new technologies at CES is the new OLED TVs that many big name manufacturers displayed. At only 4mm thick, with a picture that rivals what you see in real life, these TVs are truly amazing.

One that stood out was the 55-inch LG 55EM9600, which won the CNET “Best of Show” award in the TV category. The LG 55EM9600 raises the “all screen” look to a whole new level, with a 1mm bezel on all sides. It’s actually so thin that there are no inputs on the TV itself; all are housed in an external box. Out of all the OLED TVs, the LG55EM9600 is forecast to be the first sold in America. Release date is projected for early fourth quarter with a price tag of $8,000.

One technology displayed at CES that you won’t see on anyone’s top ten list is HzO’s waterproofing nanotechnology. HzO has developed a substance that, when heated to a gas and then deposited on the electronics portion of any device during manufacturing, makes the device completely waterproof. Other companies have similar technology, but they focus on not letting water get into the phone. Sounds good, right? But
tabs on each side in your ears and break the places over your head. You then place the when you open the package you will find can buy off the shelf. The secret behind Eers, the first custom headphones that you Eers, made by the company Sculpted ear to the manufacturer? Then check out $500, or wait to ship the mold of your tom headphones but didn't want to spend any material, making it waterproof. come obsolete. The best part is that these technology, water damage in cell phones will be - due to liquid damage. With this technol- the portions of the phone that will fail entering the phone, rather protects the phone, you don't have a problem. It doesn't stop water have headphones fit perfectly to your ears. Just take off the SonoFit system and you ear that dries completely in four minutes. With drivers in each ear, these custom headphones sound great and, being a per - head noise. The EERS sell for $199 for the single driver unit; $299 for the dual driver unit. CES 2012 was an amazing event where people from around the world met and ex - change the ideas that will greatly impact the technology-driven world we all live in today. I can't wait until next year, when next year's technology will make CES 2012 obsolete.

A special correspondent for Zebra, David Goldhagen is a senior at Ronald Reagan High School in San Antonio, Texas, where he is Student Council President and Senior Class Officer.

**Best of CES 2012 Award Winners**

A team of CNET editors pick the most trail blazing, innovative and category-defining products at the 2012 International CES.

**Best of Show:** LG 55EM9600 OLED TV
The first 55-inch OLED TV announced as shipping in 2011, and the only one to get an actual model number and pub- lic ship date (“Q3”), the 55EM9800 promises the superb all- around performance of OLED (absolute black levels, ultra-fast panel and excellent viewing angles) in an ultra- thin panel.

**People’s Voice:** Razer Project Fiona
Razer’s Project Fiona concept gaming tablet, shown at CES 2012, suggests that Windows 8 is a serious player in por- table gaming, and that Razer is serious about moving into manufacturing computers.

**Cameras:** Fujifilm X-Pro1
Fujifilm bolsters its reputation as a quality camera company with the new X-Pro 1, its first mirrorless model. Targeted at professionals, the camera incorporates several innovations, including a promising new sensor and lovely hybrid view- finder, all in a sleek retro design.

**Car Tech:** QNX CAR 2 mobile apps platform
QNX shows us its vision for the future of dashboard technol- ogies, including an innovative application of NFC technology to instantly and automatically Bluetooth pair a smartphone, Ultra HD voice technology that brings stereo CD quality au- dio to phone calls, and an apps integration for both front and backseat passengers.

**Cell phones:** Nokia Lumia 900
Nokia uses the Consumer Electronics Show to hold a com- ing-out party for its new Windows Phone-based Lumia 900, with a 4.3-inch AMOLED screen and dual cameras.

**Emerging Tech:** MakerBot Replicator
The MakerBot Replicator one-ups the Cube 3D with “du- alstration” technology, meaning it can print objects in multiple colors and materials. Pre-orders available now for $1,999, shipping in 6 weeks.

**Home Theater:** Simple.TV
The Simple.TV DVR might just be the next-big thing for ca- ble-cutters. It’s improbably a DVR without a built-in hard drive or video output, instead letting you supply your own hard drive, then stream live and recorded over-the-air TV to the Simple.TV app available on iPad, Roku, Boxee, Google TV, Simple.TV can stream your live and recorded over-the-air TV outside your home network (Slingbox-style), as long as you sign up for the $5/month premium service. Think of it like your own personal cloud for your over-the-air TV.

**PCs:** HP Envy 14 Spectre
The newly announced HP Spectre is the most glass-covered laptop we’ve ever seen, with it’s all-glass lid and palm rest. At a CES devoid of many eye-popping laptops, the Spectre could be the most stylish of the bunch. Beats Audio is in- cluded on this premium ultrabook, along with an inset ana- log wheel for volume control, NFC support, and HP Wireless Audio.

**Software and apps:** BlueStacks for Windows 8
Windows 8 just got a kick in the apps via BlueStacks. The program, which will ship pre-installed on select Windows 8 machines, will bring the entire Android marketplace to Mi- crosoft’s nascent OS. So when Windows 8 launches, more than 400,000 Android apps will be at your fingertips.

**Networking:** D-Link Amplifi HD Media Router 3000
When released later this month, D-Link’s Amplifi HD Media Router 3000 DR-857 router will be the first on the mar- ket that supports USB 3.0, concurrent 450Mbps dual-band with cloud-based and HD Fuel feature that power media streaming.

**Tablets:** Asus Memo 37OT
This quad-core, Android 4.0 tablet proves that premium performance doesn’t require a premium price. In spite of its $250 asking price, this tablet comes stock with 1GB of sys- tem RAM, 16GB of storage, an 8 megapixel camera, HDMI output, and a 1,280x800 resolution IPS screen.

**Televisions:** LG 55EM9600 OLED TV
The first 55-inch OLED TV announced as shipping in 2011, and the only one to get an actual model number and pub- lic ship date (“Q3”), the 55EM9800 promises the superb all- around performance of OLED (absolute black levels, ultra-fast panel and excellent viewing angles) in an ultra-
Robert “Bob” Calhoun encourages all Alexandrians to become involved in their neighborhoods. A Democrat turned Republican, he was drawn to community at a young age. Born in Oak Park, Illinois, in 1937, his grandmother was active in Illinois politics. “She was what was called a Southern Democrat, seriously concerned with Social Security and the Wagner Act,” Calhoun said shyly. “In the 1970s it was Virginia Republican Governor Linwood Holton who held my interest. I liked him as an affable person.” Holton was a “Mountain and Valley” Republican opposed to the Byrd machine and massive resistance. The first Republican Governor elected since Reconstruction, Holton, in his 1970 inaugural address, declared “the era of deference is behind us. Let our goal be an aristocracy of ability, regardless of race, color or creed.” Ability is a trait often attributed to Calhoun.

With all due respect to anyone who has ever served in public office—Republican, Democrat or otherwise—Bob is the smartest, most-well read, curious (in a good way), broadly knowledgeable politician I have ever known,” former State Delegate and City Councilman David Speck noted. Speck first worked with Calhoun as a member of the Alexandria Republican Party and then joined the Democratic Party in 1995. “Unfortu- nately in the 1970s Virginia Republicans were scarce, split into two camps: Goldwater or Rockefeller,” Calhoun explained. “The divisions didn’t disappear until Reagan’s election in 1980. Since then the Republican Party has become increasingly more conservative.”

“I first ran for political office in 1973, for the Virginia House of Delegates,” Calhoun laughed. “I lost, a sacrificial lamb running against House Majority Leader Jim Thomson. Thomson was a Byrd Democrat, a Byrd relative.” Calhoun was elected to the Alexandria City Council in 1976. He won a single Republican seat. However Bob and the Alexandria GOP wanted more.

“Incumbent Republican Robert L. Calhoun, an attorney, apparently captured the spot of vice mayor,” The Washington Post reported in 1979. “This was an historic election as Alexandria Republicans finished one, two and three among the six winners. ‘People were looking for a consensus form of government [and] we, the Republicans, are all middle-of-the-road people,’ Calhoun said. By 1982 the city of Alexandria had the most elected Republicans of any city in Virginia.

“People most likely associate me with transportation matters, but then we were mostly involved with landlord-tenant, metro and bus issues,” Calhoun mused. It was not fun running as a Republican. I had a pie thrown at me and a dog sicced on me.”

Attorney Calhoun graduated from Yale Law School in 1963. “I met Bob at Yale Law School in 1963-64 and we frequently had lunch together,” former Old Town Civic Association President Robert Dempsey recalled. “He was a great luncheon companion; inquisitive, humorous and unheistant to make declaratory judgments about any topic of our table-talk. Of course a conversation with Bob consisted, in the main, of punctuating his rapid-fire monologues with admiring interjection.”

Calhoun came to Washington as a rules and practices lawyer with the now-defunct Interstate Commerce Commission. He entered private practice in 1971 and today is Of Counsel with the Alexandria law firm of Redmond, Peyton & Bravsell.

“John Volpe is one of my great heroes in government,” Calhoun smiled. Volpe, a Bay-state, served as Secretary of Transportation from 1969 until 1973. Amtrak was created on his watch and the railroad industry fascinated Calhoun. In 1982 Calhoun ran “The Race of the Century.” The Washington Post reported: “Neither incumbent Alexandria Mayor Charles Bentley nor his opponent, Vice Mayor Robert Cal-
STROLLING BY HISTORY

Who is Wolfe and why does Alexandria have a street named after him? Maybe we were running out of American heroes when the streets were named, but Wolfe Street was actually named for Major General James P. Wolfe (1727-1759) who was a British Army officer, appointed by William Pitt to lead an expedition up the Saint Lawrence River to capture Quebec in 1759. He became an icon of Britain’s victory in the Seven Years War. Limited editions of this print are available at Todd Healy’s Studio at 320 King Street in Alexandria, 703-549-7883. Todd is also available for private commissions.
Just a story this month, or as I like to think, “Have Tools Will Travel.” I currently work out of Manchester (NH) and have a shop in my garage, as I’m retired. I received a phone call from a lady who needed a house call on a grandfather clock. This is a normal request as I go to homes for large clocks and remove only the clock movement. The case stays at home. The clock was described as an Early American Grandfather clock given to problems with the strike.

Now the odd part of the story is that directions to the house went something like this: Take I93 to Plymouth, get off at Exit 27, turn right and cross the covered Blair Bridge. Be careful as it’s a one-lane bridge. Watch out for on-coming cars. At the end of the road, turn left. Follow that to the fork, bear right. Half a mile down, turn right onto the dirt road. Follow that to the covered Bumps Bridge. Cross the bridge and follow that road to the end. Those are not the normal directions one gets. I set off on my adventure and found the house after crossing two old wooden New Hampshire covered bridges. Most people these days go to a covered bridge to take a photo of it, not to use it as a means of travel. But really, two covered bridges?

Upon arriving I asked about the house. It was built in the 1770s, a typical Cape Cod style with a center brick fireplace having all the latest built-ins: An 18˝ iron rod swung in and out over the fire. It had a hook on the end to hang your large cook pot on. (The pot was still there.) A large hole to the right of the fire box was used as an oven. The fireplace itself was about ten feet across with the opening of the firebox at five feet. Hanging over the mantel was an original flintlock musket. I was told there were more fireplaces in other rooms, all using the same chimney.

The main room (the only room I got to see) ran the width of the house at 20 feet and had rough cut, 12-inch square beams. The room had a very low, seven-foot ceiling. To the left of the fireplace stood the tall case clock. This type of clock is known as an English Bell even though it was constructed in America. All of these clocks were handmade, but to English standards. I removed the bonnet from the top of the case to reveal the clock movement and realized that the strike side of the clock had worn bearings.

Now, consider this: I could tell by its construction that the clock is about 225 years old. It strikes the number of the hour every hour, which is 156 strikes a day X 365 days X 225 years. The bell has struck some 12,811,500 times.

To restore those bearings, I brought the movement back to my shop. Then, repairs complete, it was back across two bridges, down several dirt roads to the top of the mountain I went again. A 150-mile round trip, and worth it.

Phil Wadland is a third-generation clockmaker and horologist, residing in Manchester, New Hampshire. If you have questions for the Clockman, email clockman@thezebra.org

Established 1972
Sales, Repairs, Restorations
Antique Clocks and Watches
Steven Halter, CMC, CMBHI
4105 Duke Street | Alexandria
703-751-0400

It’s About TIME
Shop, Inc.
FALL IN LOVE with OLD TOWN COMMONS

Discover smart city living at EYA’s newest community in Old Town Alexandria. Just steps to King Street, Braddock Road Metro, and the waterfront, these homes offer spacious open floor plans with gourmet kitchens and reserved garage parking.

WHAT’S NOT TO LOVE?
New condominiums from the $300s
New townhomes from the $700s

EYA.com

Model homes open daily | Call 571-312-8910
735 N. ALFRED STREET, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314

Prices subject to change without notice.
houn—the first Republican to run for mayor in more than 100 years—expects voters to have any trouble separating the princes from the peas… 

the biggest issue in this year’s campaign has been whether to impose a trash collection fee [yet] the race has been described by both sides as unusually partisan and hard fought.”

Calhoun conceded the race but not before “Democrats conceded Calhoun is popular, fast-talking and often witty.” Calhoun is also described as irascible. “Irascible?” responded former Alexandria Mayor and State Senator Patsy Ticer. “Bob is not at all difficult to get along with. He is very polite, very thoughtful, never nasty and very respectful.” Ticer, a Democrat, defeated incumbent Virginia Senator Calhoun in 1996. Calhoun served in the State Senate from 1988 until 1996. 

Supporters claim Calhoun’s co-sponsorship of Virginia’s 1995 Public-Private Partnership Act is hallmark. Metro’s Dulles silver line was the first to use the Act for funding purposes. Others list his service on the WMATA Board, his preliminary study of the city-owned DASH bus system, and the overhaul of child custody statutes as his greatest achievements. Calhoun thinks the King and Braddock Street stations are “architectural atrocities.”

“As OTCA President I appeared rather frequently before City Council,” Dempsey noted. “Sometimes Bob voted in favor of Old Town’s position, sometimes not, but always he articulated his position with clarity and persuasiveness.”

“Bob advocates persuasive,” former Republican City Councilman Carlyle Ring agreed. “He focuses on what is doable and drafts legislation with clarity and precision.”

What is Calhoun’s life lesson? “Always take a hard look. You need a sense of where you are in life. Get involved, set a goal and stay active. Don’t lose interest, especially in your community or state. I’m Irish and the Irish have an upbeat attitude. We also have a darker side. Politics has changed in the last several years. You can get away with a lot if consistent.”

“I voted for the first time in 1961,” Calhoun concluded. “Then everything seemed so bright and so new. Now I worry what the world will hold for our grandchildren. The country survived a Civil War and a Great Depression but the future concerns me. I’m an issues person, not an ideologue.”

Writer Sarah Becker was nominated as a Living Legend in 2007.
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Bradlee Shoe Repair
3636 King Street • Alexandria
(703) 937-9210

Craftsmanship • Quality • Service
We wouldn’t have it any other way.
Why should you?

Call Today for Valentine’s.

Le Refuge
Came,4th a Mile west of Town.

Patron Favorites
Beef Wellington, Cassoulet, Reuben Salad, Stroganoff, Reuben Salad, Omelette, Omelette
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS — OLD TOWN’S FAVORITE COUNTRY FRENCH RESTAURANT
127 North Washington Street • Old Town Alexandria
703-548-4661
www.lerefugealexandria.com

Where’s Pierpoint?

CIGAR PALACE
4815 Eisenhower Avenue • Alexandria
703-751-6444
www.cigarplace.com

CAT IN A BOX

If you have a cute photo of your cat in a box, please send it to mary@thezebra.org and we will try and get it published as soon as we are able.

TOP OF THE STACK!

Delivering more copies than any other local print media. Call 703.224.8911 today for advertising rates or email mary@thezebra.org.
Tiny cupcakes are big business these days. I’ve found two neighborhood sweet spots that are serving up luscious delights – both with an eco-friendly twist.

Alexandria Cupcake, on King Street in the heart of Old Town, is an appetizing example of why the “green thing” is such a hit. When owner Adnan Hamidi opened this boutique bakery two years ago, he knew his confections had to stand out.

“We feel we are one of the few bakeries around that truly make a hard effort to be green,” said Hamidi. “It is not about the recognition of being ‘green/local’ but knowing in our hearts that we have tried our best to contribute to a better environment and contribute to local businesses as well.”

Organic eggs and fresh local fruits – that’s what makes up treats like their Classic Carrot Cake and signature Rosewater Cupcake. And vegans – listen up! There’s something special for you, too.

“A few months ago, we started offering gluten-free cupcakes on a daily basis and had an overwhelming positive response,” explained Hamidi. “Soon, we will offer vegan cupcakes on a daily basis as well.”

Take a simple stroll to Alexandria Cupcake and you’ll quickly realize that there’s nothing mass-produced or commercial about this place. It’s a perfectly hip fit for Old Town.

“We feel we are one of the few bakeries around that truly make a hard effort to be green,” said Hamidi. “It is not about the recognition of being ‘green/local’ but knowing in our hearts that we have tried our best to contribute to a better environment and contribute to local businesses as well.”

The Green Buzz On “Buzz”

The eco-buzz is spreading about Buzz Bakery! This trendy bakery/lounge has two locations offering a comfy-casual atmosphere for all types of patrons, especially those looking to keep things green.

“Our goal with Buzz on Slaters Lane in Alexandria is to instantly feel like you are in your neighborhood bakery, even if you are not in your neighborhood,” said Pastry Chef Tiffany MacIsaac. “At the new Buzz in Ballston, we embraced the young, lively vibe of the neighborhood and aimed to embody some of that feel with the modern, fun vibe of the shop.”

Buzz is also big on sourcing local ingredients like eggs, fruits and vegetables. MacIsaac works closely with farmers, even buying softer fruits that might be wasted at the market place but are perfect for Buzz’s ice creams, sorbets and jams. The farmers make a profit from a product that might otherwise be unsellable and MacIsaac transforms it into something sinfully delicious.

“People love the peach-ginger compote in the ‘Peachy Keen’ cupcake,” added MacIsaac. “I always say, it’s not me, it’s the fruit.”

Most of Buzz’s baked goods are seasonally driven. This means Berry Love-ly cupcakes in the summer and pumpkin creations in the fall, but Buzz’s eco-friendly efforts only begin with cupcakes. Packaging for customers is 100% recyclable and the bakery uses re-usable packaging for wholesale accounts.

“It is a bit more work to maintain, \n\v
See CUPCAKES on page 14
Saber-Rattling in the Gulf

ARABIAN SEA (Jan. 5, 2012) A U.S. Navy SH-60S Sea Hawk helicopter provides support to a visit, board, search and seizure (VBSS) team in a 7-meter rigid-hull inflatable boat, assigned to the guided-missile destroyer USS Kidd (DDG 100). (U.S. Navy photo/Released)

ARABIAN SEA (Jan. 6, 2012) A Sailor aboard a safety boat observes a visit, board, search and seizure team greeting a crew member of the Iranian-flagged fishing dhow Al Molai. (U.S. Navy photo/Released)

ARABIAN SEA (Jan. 5, 2012) A Sailor assigned to the guided-missile destroyer USS Kidd’s (DDG 100) visit, board, search and seizure team greets a crew member of the Iranian-flagged fishing dhow Al Molai. (U.S. Navy photo/Released)

ARABIAN SEA (Jan. 6, 2012) A Sailor aboard a safety boat observes a visit, board, search and seizure team like this one boarded the Iranian fishing boat Al Molai and rescued the crew captured and held for 45 days by Somali pirates. (Photo U.S. Navy)

L
at mouth was busy for everyone in the Strait of Hormuz. Does anyone know where it is? Does anyone care? Well, yes, as a matter of fact, oil companies will tell you that closing the Strait of Hormuz would be a very bad thing. Upwards of 35 percent of the world’s oil is shipped through this 34-mile-wide gap between Oman, United Arab Emirates, and Iran. Of that, about 85 percent is crude oil bound for Japan, India, South Korea, and China.

After defeating Germany in WWII, the British negotiated an oil deal with what became Iraq and Saudi Arabia, with Great Britain holding the controlling interest.

Fast forward to the 1970s, when drivers across the U.S. lined their cars up for hours to buy gas. President Carter declared that oil was in the vital national interest of the U.S. In the 1980s, Iran rattled its sabers, telling the world that it would attack Iraqi oil platforms and would not allow ships to leave Iraqi oil terminals.

They backed down when they saw ships from many nations sailing under the U.S. flag, and the Navy sailed around the U.S. to buy gas. President Carter declared that oil was in the vital national interest of the U.S. In the 1980s, Iran rattled its sabers, telling the world that it would attack Iraqi oil platforms and would not allow ships to leave Iraqi oil terminals.

So when, in January, the Iranian foreign minister threatened to shut down the Strait of Hormuz, specifically to U.S. warships, it looked like Iran was serious. In December they had conducted a ten-day naval exercise driving everything that floats or flies all over the southern Persian Gulf, taunting the U.S. and its allies to “go ahead and make their day.” What-if they had all the Defense-centered tanks buzzing and charting as scenarios played out on cable networks and articles appeared in print and on the Web. But as Iran drew its line in the sea, reminiscent of Muamar Quaddafi’s “Line of Death,” the United States conducted business as usual, bringing the USS John C. Stennis Carrier Strike Group through the Strait and on station in the Persian Gulf.

The United States issued its standard diplomatic statement something akin to, “We will exercise our right to freedom of the seas... etc.” This really got the Iranians excited, and now they had to show us they meant business. General Ataollah Salehi, head of the Iranian Army said, “Iran will not repeat its warning...I recommend and emphasize the American carrier not to return to the Persian Gulf.” Then he uppied the ante: “I advise, recommend and warn them over the return of this carrier to the Persian Gulf because we are not in the habit of warning more than once.”

Overall, this is a bad diplomatic, economic, and military situation. If Iran closes the Strait and oil prices skyrocket, the economic effects will be felt worldwide.

The U.S. Fifth Fleet isn’t in the habit of driving NASCAR circles in the Gulf of Oman, waiting to go on station to retrieve the ships and sailors who have been there for nearly a year. The prospect of steering our ships through the Strait of Hormuz, within range of a whole gamut of Iranian cruise missiles, ships and aircraft that carry metal-crunching, manned weapons would give any Admiral pause. But USS Stennis went in anyway.

Right on the heels of Iran’s “do not cross this line – or else” speech, however, our Navy rescued a crew of Iranian fishermen who had been held captive by Somali pirates for nearly 45 days. The pirates thought they had a good plan. Use the Iranian fishing boat Al Mulali as a mother ship and make the Iranian Captain, Mahmed Younes, communicate with other ships, which the Somali pirates would then capture for ransom. As luck would have it, though, the pirates tried to shake down a ship only eight miles from the USS Stennis Strike Group. Bad move. Then a Navy HH-60 helicopter observed that pirates and crew onboard the Al Mulali weren’t fully cooperating. Knowing that Captain Younes speaks Urdu (and the pirates didn’t), the USS Kidd put Navy Chief Petty Officer Jagdeep Sidhu on the radio to speak with Younes—in Urdu. In short order, the Navy captured the pirates and rescued 13 Iranian fishermen.

Iran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Ramin Mehmanparast said, “Rescuing Iranian sailors by the U.S. was a humanitarian act and we welcome such acts.” He said, “The Iranian Navy also engages in such rescue operations. It is the responsibility of all nations to rescue nationals from other countries from pirates.”

Three days later, the Coast Guard cutter Monomoy responded to flares and flashlights from that Iranian vessel Ya-Hassan, which was flooding. Six Iranians were given water, blankets and meals prepared in accordance with Muslim law, which the Navy keeps in supplies in case of Muslim mariners in distress. Hakim Hamid-Awi, the owner of the Ya-Hassan, said “Without your help, we were dead. Thank you for all that you did for us.”

It would be easy for the U.S. to scoff at Iran’s bad public relations turn of events, but “go ahead, make your day” isn’t good policy in this case. We are wise to remain cautious and particularly vigilant near the Strait of Hormuz.

Editor’s note: As we go to press, the U.S. Navy has again come to the rescue, this time of two refugee aid workers. American Jessica Buchanan and Dane Poul Hagen Thisted had been held captive for three months by kidnappers in Somalia. They were rescued by Navy SEAL Team 6.

Marcus Fisk is a retired Navy Captain, Naval Academy graduate, sometime actor, sculptor, pick-up soccer player, and playwright. He and his wife Pamela live in Alexandria.
No swinging watches. No quacking like a duck. No speaking in tongues. That is not what hypnosis is about to Jason Linett. What it’s about is offering serious therapeutic help to clients who come to him seeking relief from everything from sleepless nights to weight problems, from phobias to a lack of self assurance in social situations. A Board Certified Hypnotist with the National Guild of Hypnotists (NGH), Jason Linett has treated over 10,000 people. No one has ever barked like a dog or clucked like a chicken.

“I don’t do all those tricks people associate with stage hypnosis. And, it is true that you can not make people do what they do not want to do subconsciously while under hypnosis,” Linett said seated in his professional offices in Suite 102 of the Port Royal Building at 801 N. St. Asaph Street. “I work with clients to aid them in accomplishing self improvement goals, to help them with their anxieties, and to aid in the relief of pain. Hypnosis is actually a natural state of mind we all do automatically, subconsciously, throughout our daily lives,” he explained.

A native of Virginia Beach, Linett graduated from Christopher Newport University in the Tidewater area of Virginia. He first became interested in hypnosis when a stage hypnotist gave a show on campus. “This was something that I had always been fascinated by and that performance got me hooked,” Linett revealed. Graduating in 2005, he went on to study hypnosis as a clinical science. “The training is all done through private organizations such as the National Guild, which has a membership of 10,000 internationally,” Linett noted.

He first offered his services in Baltimore, but moved to Alexandria a year and a half ago when his wife Michelle got a job in the District of Columbia. Currently, there are only six other certified hypnotists in Northern Virginia who provide service full time, according to Linett.

“The object of my work is to increase people’s quality of life. Hypnosis is not relaxation and relaxation is not hypnosis. I tell my clients that they are the ones who are taking control of their problems,” he said.

The costs of sessions are customized to each client’s needs. Typically, Linett sees a client for two to five sessions. “It’s really all about working with the subconscious mind,” he said.

“Anyone can be hypnotized. The only thing that prevents it is fear of the process. It is done very quickly and is more like a daydream state,” he emphasized.

As for the makeup of Linett’s clients, they are fairly evenly divided between men and women and spread across all age groups, from children to the elderly. He believes strongly in “client-centered” hypnosis.

“I tend to take a more modern approach to hypnosis. I can’t make pain disappear. But I can make tolerance of it greater until the medical problem is solved,” Linett said.

His certifications include Pain Management with Hypnosis, Pediatric Hypnosis, and Hypnotherapist with the International Medical and Dental Hypnosis Association. He is also a certified Self-Hypnosis Instructor with the Mottin & Johnson Institute of Hypnosis and the author of “Hypnosis Revealed - A Complete Guide to Hypnosis,” plus more than two dozen self-help home audio hypnosis programs.

Linett has been a guest on various radio and television shows, has written articles for meeting planning publications, and has been the subject of more than four dozen print media articles.

But it’s not all work and no play. Jason Linett is a nationally recognized and respected stage hypnotist performing “a unique program with safe, clean, and audience-appropriate content” for corporations, schools, and a wide range of organizations nationwide. He performed at President Obama’s 2009 Inaugural Ball.

For more information about the services offered by Jason Linett, call 703-360-0534 or visit him online at www.virginiahypnosis.com.

All Class Packages
For February

50% OFF

Cycle Studio
1516 Potomac Greens Drive
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 299-5102
cyclestudio.com

*Must be 18 years or older, local resident and first-time guest. Activate by 02.29.2012. ID REQUIRED. Some restrictions apply.
but the amount of cardboard we conserve is remarkable,” explained MacIssac. “We also encourage our dine-in guests to use silverware and glassware to cut down on waste.”

The Future Is Even Greener

Buzz Bakery is already besties with Mother Nature, but MacIssac is hoping to do even more. Vegan options could soon be part of the menu, and a plan to make use of food waste is also in the works.

“Soon we will be working with Arcadia, our nonprofit farm located on Mount Vernon, to put together a compost program,” said MacIssac. “We have so much food scraps (egg shells, vegetable peelings, coffee grounds) that it just makes sense to re-use it if we can.”

Alexandria Cupcake is also thinking ahead, looking to open another location – one that will be green inside and out. “During the planning phases, we will be working with a LEED-certified architect to stay green with our construction,” said Hamidi.

Alexandria Cupcake and Buzz Bakery both whipped up an eco-twist on the cupcake biz – and it’s working. From one “crunchy” to another, a scrumptious treat from either place will make your inner hippie green with delight.

Scott Meeks is a passionate environmental journalist, eco-lifestylist, producer and author. You can learn all about his crunchy efforts by visiting his website, www.easyGREENtv.com.

Free Tax Preparation Assistance for Alexandria Residents Who Qualify

The City of Alexandria is offering free tax preparation assistance to qualifying residents. Taxpayers are eligible if their income is below approximately $25,000 for individuals and $42,000 for families. Expert volunteers from Community Tax Aid, Inc. will ensure that taxpayers apply for all applicable credits and deductions, especially the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and the Child Tax Credit, which people often don’t realize they are eligible to receive.

Sessions will be held Saturdays from 9 a.m.-noon and Wednesdays from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m., February 4 through April 14 at 2525 Mount Vernon Avenue. Spanish-speaking volunteers are available and electronic filing is available.

The following documentation is required:

- a picture ID
- W-2 forms and other income records, receipts or records for expenses such as child care and education, social security cards or ITIN letters for all family members and if possible, a copy of last year’s tax return.

In case of inclement weather, the program will be closed if the Alexandria City Public Schools are closed or if school activities are cancelled, as reported on the ACPS Hotline (703.866.5300) and on radio and TV broadcasts.

For more information, to request a disability accommodation, or to receive materials in an alternative format, contact Alia Fulwood at 703.866.5300 at least 48 hours prior to the tax session. The City of Alexandria is committed to complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act and, the Virginia Human Rights Act.
February is Black History Month. Alexandria may be the epicenter of that designation. From its formal establishment in 1749, throughout the Revolutionary War, through the Civil War and into modern times, Alexandria has played a major role in the evolution of this nation and its stated ideals. It also played a major role in the contradiction of those ideals — slavery. And, ultimately, the eradication of that human degradation on U.S. soil.

Paramount to that ultimate conclusion has been a host of black women throughout Northern Virginia. To recognize their role, Alexandria’s Black History Museum and Resource Center developed an educational kit to highlight the lives and contributions of Northern Virginia’s African American Women from 1900 to 1999.

Entitled, “A Century of Just Women,” the project was funded by a grant from the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and first published in January 2001. The entire volume is available at the Resource Center’s Robert H. Robinson Library, 902 Wythe Street.

The library itself is an integral part of Alexandria’s struggle with slavery. The building, constructed in 1949, resulted from a 1939 sit-in by five African American men at the then-segregated Queen Street library. They were arrested for refusing to leave the building.

Another tribute to the struggles of African American Women during slavery can be found at Edmonson Plaza, 1707 Duke Street, once the site of Bruin’s “Negro Jail.” There stands a statue of Mrs. Annie Beatrice Baily Rose, whose effort was thwarted at the Chesapeake Bay and the sisters ended up at Bruin’s.

Although they were sold and sent to New Orleans, they returned to Alexandria after their father, with the aid of the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher of New York, raised enough money to buy them back. The girls’ plight became part of the research for a book by the Rev. Beecher’s sister Emily Edmonson worked in the abolition of slavery in America — “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” by Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Once free, the sisters went north and joined the abolitionists’ crusade. Emily Edmonson worked closely with Frederick Douglass in his efforts to abolish slavery. The statue depicts the sisters emerging from a symbolic rock, holding hands as a triumph over adversity. On the reverse side of the rock is a plaque identifying the Edmonson sisters and sculptor Erik Blome of Martinez, California. It was dedicated in the District of Columbia. Their effort was thwarted at the Chesapeake Bay and the sisters ended up at Bruin’s.

The struggle and perseverance of the Edmonson sisters is personified in the Black History Museum’s educational treatise to Northern Virginia’s African American Women. Some of the Alexandria women highlighted include the following:

**Mrs. Annie Beatrice Baily Rose** (1853-1989) Born in Catharpin, VA, she attended the Summit School, Manassas Industrial School and Manassas Normal School for Teachers. Following graduation she taught elementary school in Loudoun, Fairfax and Prince William counties. The daughter of a minister whose father founded Ebenizer Baptist Church in Occoquan, she served as the church organist as well as a church trustee and deaconess. She founded Parish House, a rural educational opportunity for young people.

In Alexandria Annie B. Rose earned the title of Grande Dame of black history, relating how her father was enslaved in Texas and walked back to Alexandria after emancipation. She was a community activist for more than 40 years, founding the Alexandria Commission on Aging, the Alexandria Black History Resource Center, and the Society for the Preservation of Black Heritage.

**Louis W. Shepherd** (1902-1978) Born in Washington, DC, rev. Shepherd moved to Alexandria as a child. She was the mother of eight children, grandmother of 31 children, great-grandmother of 16 children, and great-great-grandmother of two children.

An active member of Third Baptist Church, she was a pianist, missionary and deaconess who devoted her time and musical talent to developing musical talent and spiritual growth in young people. Each year a musical scholarship is presented in her honor.

**Eudora Lyles** (1918-2008) An Alexandria native, Eudora Lyles was a member of the first graduating class the former Alexandria Parker-Gray High School. A member of Meade Memorial Episcopal Church, she played piano, sang and participated in the church’s Sunday evening Jaaz Vesper Service.

An avid advocate of housing for the poor and the African American community, she organized the Inner City Civic Association to mobilize residents to maintain their homes and thwart the city’s attempt to take them through eminent domain and condemnation.

**Martha Miller** (1882-1952) Another Alexandria native, Martha Miller opened the City’s first kindergarten for African American children. Operating the school out of her home, she was in great demand by parents who wanted their children to be prepared for school.

A strict teacher and disciplinarian, Mrs. Miller taught the basics: reading, writing and math as well as music, art and drama. In 1992, the Alexandria Economic Opportunity Commission established an award in her memory to be presented to an outstanding individual for valuable service on behalf of poor Alexandria residents.

**Helen Lumpkins Day** (1905-1992) Born on July 4, Helen Day attended Hallowell School for Girls in Alexandria and graduated from Dunbar High School and Miner Teachers College, both in Washington, DC.

She taught elementary school at Parker-Gray School for 46 years. She was a co-founder, secretary, and board member of the Hopkins House Association, the first African American settlement house for community service in Alexandria, and an active participant in more than 20 organizations throughout the community.

**Lorraine Estelle Byers Funn Atkins** (1912-1985) Born in Charlottesville, VA, Lorraine Atkins attended schools in Virginia, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. She received her teaching certificate from Manassas Normal School for Teachers. Active in both church and civic affairs, Mrs. Atkins was one of the original African American graduates of the Gray Ladies of the Alexandria Chapter of the American Red Cross, working with patients at Alexandria Hospital and the Mental Health Center. She was also a founder of Alexandria’s Black History Resource Center and the Alexandria Society for the Preservation of Black History.

**Miriam Bracey** (1914-1997) Born in Carson, VA, Miriam Bracey graduated from Peabody High School and Virginia State College in Petersburg, VA. She moved to Alexandria when her husband Arthur became an Industrial Arts teacher at Parker-Gray High School.

**Owner and operator Peoples Flower Shop, 509 N. Alfred Street, the only African American florist in Alexandria for nearly 40 years, she donated numerous flower arrangements to special charity events. As a corporate businesswoman, she also owned extensive real estate throughout the area.**
The Happy Tart Bakery held its grand opening Saturday, January 21, in Del Ray. Mayor William Euille and Vice Mayor Kerry Donley helped proprietor Emma Cech cut the ribbon for this fabulous new bakery specializing in luscious gluten-free French pastry. The bakery, at 2307A Mount Vernon Avenue, offers a full complement of mouth-watering treats.

PHOTOS BY HARRY MERRITT

Emma Cech has Mayor William Euille sample some of her fine pastry.
A Life in Jail ... Four Stars and ‘Row, Row, Row Your Boat’

H

all of the people living in Northern Virginia think they reside in small town America. Others have what’s described as Potomac Fever, that aura of being in the most important area of the world.

I’ve made my home here for more than a quarter century and, yes indeed, it’s a historic area where excellent dining and world cuisines abound. But for five years, the cells I frequented most had been the Correction Café—the second floor staff eatary at the William G. Truesdale Adult Detention Center, part of the Alexandria Sheriff’s Office, off Mill Road and Truesdale Lane.

No, I wasn’t an inmate but I knew lots of the inmates, most of them local and many frequent visitors for violations as drunk in public, drug use and sales, and domestic assaults, some murders and a host of other crimes that keep the city’s court system busy.

Dana Lawhorne is our amiable and diligent elected sheriff of Alexandria, a man who has blossomed in public office, putting public service as a priority while providing one of the most, if not the most, secure jails.

It’s easy now for me to talk about the Sheriff’s Office. I was public information officer for five years before retiring on December 30. Sheriff Lawhorne likes to laugh, tell jokes but he’s always serious about the business of law enforcement and jail security. He lives and breathes his hometown, Alexandria, and I honestly think he knows every citizen in the city.

The sheriff wears four stars on his collar, which signify his serious position, but he’s apt to start the monthly Roll Call trying to get the staff to sing, “row, row, row your boat” (despite silent groans).

Sheriff Lawhorne’s administration is known for community involvement at every level. In addition to backing up and assisting city police, he’s broadened the scope of the Inmate Work Detail. Inmates volunteer to work throughout the city cleaning leaves and trash from city schools, painting, removing snow, and filling sandbags for flood assistance.

The Alexandria jail has housed many famous, even infamous, inmates, including terrorists, congressmen, FBI agents, reporters, professors and deans, rabbis and ministers, and spies.

I once visited an internationally known journalist, a slippery woman. She was serving a federal sentence on a matter of principle and, while incarcerated, was visited by well-known political figures and other writers. I asked what I could do for her. She needed hair dye, saying “My roots are showing.” Sorry, I couldn’t help with that.

Harry Covert And Sheriff Dana Lawhorne

During the Christmas holidays several years ago, an inmate singing group was to perform, organized by an inmate who played keyboard. The music coming from the second floor sounded like a DVD, until I opened the door to find the keyboard player singing and directing five singers in green jump-suits. It was glorious music. I asked the keyboardist where he learned to play; he said, “Conservatory.”

I invited media to cover the Christmas program. One reporter arrived early to interview the musicians. He checked out the keyboardist’s story, called the conservatory and talked to the inmate’s professor.

The reporter confirmed that our musician had been his professor’s best-ever piano student, and had even understudied Robert Goulet on Broadway. Sadly, his career was sidelined by a 15-year federal sentence for selling drugs. But our concert that day was Broadway quality.

Media outlets from around the world often called to check on inmates and to visit the jail. Among them were RT (formerly Russia Today) and Tass, the Russian news agency, the Russian news agency, the Russian news agency.
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On January 21, the Alexandria City Council voted 5–2 to approve the Waterfront Small Area Plan. In June 2011, after many residents raised concerns about the plan, the City Council deferred a vote on it and established the Mayor-appointed Waterfront Plan Work Group to find areas of consensus and to identify, categorize, and narrow differences on concerns that residents had raised.

The Waterfront Plan Work Group held 15 meetings from July to December 2011, and released its final report on December 20. The City Council and Planning Commission held a joint work session on January 30, 2012, to discuss the group’s recommendations. With their action on January 21, the City Council agreed with the City staff’s recommendation to incorporate all of the group’s recommendations into the plan.

Following an eight-hour public hearing, the Council also added language to the plan that preserves historic buildings and residential parking; promotes developments with artistic, historic, and cultural uses, including a $7 million development contribution to public spaces; maximizes open space along the river; limits new hotels to two, each with no more than 150 rooms; and requires all development proposals to be reviewed by the Old and Historic District Board of Architectural Review. It further establishes a citizen oversight group and calls for planning to begin on the GeoOn power plant site as soon as practicable.

The Waterfront Small Area Plan will ensure development and design that is rooted in Alexandria’s history; promote the waterfront as an art/cultural destination; improve public use of enhanced open spaces, water access, and boating facilities; and improve services and systems, including an integrated flood mitigation system. The approved Waterfront Plan balances costs and revenues, including park maintenance. Including flood mitigation, the Plan’s revenues are projected to exceed expenditures within 20 years.

“The Waterfront Plan that the Council approved represents Alexandria’s bright future while protecting our historic past,” said Mayor William D. Euille. “Countless Alexandria residents, businesses, and City staff have worked extremely hard to build an extraordinary plan that provides the roadmap for revitalizing our waterfront gateway into a destination that honors our seaport heritage; provides complete, continuous access to the river; enhances the beauty of our shoreline; and celebrates our love of the arts. The council approved a plan that all of Alexandria can be proud of and enjoy.”

For more information about the Waterfront Plan, visit alexandria-va.gov/Waterfront.

Alexandria City Council Approves Waterfront Small Area Plan
Every day in Valentine's Day, according to Jane and Connie Ring. They got married twice to prove it.

The Rings celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary in September and their 58th in October. “We eloped in October 1954, then had a formal wedding in September 1955,” Jane revealed. They met at Chautauqua, the New York music and intellectual venue, during the summer of 1954.

Jane Lee was waiting tables at a resort; Connie was delivering milk and busing tables at the Saint Elmo Hotel. Connie was enrolled at Columbia University Law School; Jane, a music major at Duke University. He was a Yankee from Jamestown, just 15 miles from the resort. She was a southern girl from Raleigh, North Carolina.

“I first heard about Chautauqua from a piano teacher, Miss Lovey, at Peace College in Raleigh. She raved about the concerts and lectures and encouraged me to get a summer job there,” Jane said. “At first, it sounded awfully nice but it never occurred to me to mention that he was a guy. My parents thought it was like the block had been infiltrated,” Connie recalled.

Eighteen years ago the Rings also purchased a summer home in Chautauqua. “We’ve spent our summers there ever since,” Connie said. “It has only gotten better,” Jane assured. That could apply to them as well as to their summer retreat. Particularly when, as they stated, “Every day is Valentine’s Day.”

58 Years and Counting
I am often asked what happens when you get hurt on the job. Can you file suit? Can you go to court? The answer is “No.”

If you are injured on the job, you have a Virginia Worker’s Compensation claim. If you do file a claim, your case go in front of the Virginia Worker’s Compensation Commission and will be heard by a Deputy Commissioner. This is an evidentiary hearing and the strict rules of evidence do not apply. In a court of law you are required to bring doctors to a trial to prove damages, but in front of the Virginia Worker’s Compensation Commission, you may bring medical reports regarding your injuries.

Now, what actually qualifies as an “on the job injury”? In the obvious sense, the injury must be related to your job. If you are not actually at work when the injury occurs, it will most likely not be a viable claim. If, however, you are traveling or driving for the benefit of your employer, the claim will most likely be successful. If your employer provides a motor vehicle to you, your claim will probably be good even if you were simply going to work in the company-provided vehicle.

So if you get hurt on the job, what should you do? First, notify your employer immediately. There is a 30-day initial notice requirement. Then there are forms your employer must provide for you to complete, which are required. In addition, when you notify your employer of your accident, it is their responsibility to provide you with a panel of three physicians within a reasonable amount of time. A “reasonable” amount of time usually means before you have seen another physician two to three times. If your employer acts upon providing the panel too late, you will most likely be allowed to continue with the doctor you initially saw, who will become your “treating” physician. This is important because if your claim is ultimately contested, the testimony of your “treating” physician can carry significant weight in subsequent hearings.

I routinely find that when my worker’s compensation clients are initially contacted by their employer’s workman’s compensation insurance carrier, they are told they “don’t need a lawyer,” and they will be “taken care of.” (Blah—blah—blah). This is absolute nonsense.

They will try and record your conversation after telling you they must have a recorded statement outlining the facts of your accident, and that if you do not give them one, your claim will be forever barred. This is again utter nonsense. If there is an area of the law in which you need an attorney immediately, it is within workman’s compensation law. Get hurt on the job, and hire yourself a lawyer.

See you next month.

Christopher Paul Schewe is a former City of Alexandria attorney and has been practicing over 32 years change to specializing in personal injury, workman’s compensation and DUI/DWI cases. If you have a question for Chris, please email him at cpschewe@verizon.net or call his office at 216 South Patrick Street, Alexandria at 703-684-8200.
The ABCs of Alexandria Business

On January 26, the Alexandria Convention and Visitors Association presented the ABC’s of Alexandria Business, hosted by the Crowne Plaza Alexandria. New City Manager Rashad Young offered inspiring remarks and nine business organizations highlighted the outstanding services they provide and ways they work in partnership to help local businesses thrive.

Pictured from left: Andrew Palmieri, Alexandria Chamber of Commerce; Stephanie Landrum and Val Hawkins, Alexandria Economic Development Partnership; Stephanie Pace Brown, Alexandria Convention & Visitors Association; Mike Barber, West End Business Association; Sharon Eddy, Arlandria-Chirilagua Business Association; Maria Wasowski, Del Ray Business Association; Carol Supplee, Old Town Business & Professional Association; Rashad Young, Alexandria City Manager; Kay Tyler, Eisenhower Public-Private Partnership; Bill Reagan, Alexandria Small Business Development Center

PHOTO PROVIDED BY ACVA

THIS YEAR FOR VALENTINE’S DAY...
GIVE HER A GIFT THAT ISN’T FATTENING... AND THAT DOESN’T WILT... A GIFT THAT WILL APPRECIATE... AND... THAT SHE WILL APPRECIATE... GIVE HER SOMETHING PRECIOUS FROM ...

Exclusively Yours at
The Nugget
JEWELERS • GEMOLOGISTS • GOLDSMITHS
123 South Fairfax Street • Old Town Alexandria
703-548-3010
E-mail: nuggetjewelers@aol.com
Website: www.thenuggetjewelers.com

OUR SPECIAL 38TH ANNIVERSARY YEAR VALENTINE’S DAY SALE GOING ON NOW!!!!

Intelligent Office
Work Anywhere... Professionally

Now you can operate like a bigger company without spending like one.

- Flexible office and professional meeting space on an as-needed base.
- Our prestigious corporate address becomes your company address.
- Professional reception and executive assistant services

Receptionist Service
$49

1 Month of Full Time Receptionist Service for your business. Reg. $280 - $2000
(Now Container only)

2331 Mill Road, Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22314
703-224-8800 • www.alexandria.intelligentoffice.com
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The late Frank Becker of Becker Electric started the Kiwanis Holiday Stocking Stuffer Project decades ago to give toys and treats to children who may not receive anything else. Through his wife Barbara’s generosity, we have continued this annual event by stuffing some 300 stockings again this year. Pictured above are Claude Mayo, Nick Gregsouk (Kiwanis Club President), Shari Bolouri, and one of the many volunteers whose help was invaluable when we did an assembly-line stocking stuffing at our Thursday before Christmas meeting. It was a truly fun and feel-good event!!

Mary Wadland, owner/publisher of Zebra, was guest speaker at the Kiwanis Club’s January 12 meeting at the Sheraton Suites.

Pictured, from left, are Perry Carvellas, (retired patent attorney and past Kiwanis president), Mary Ehlers (owner of The Nugget and past Kiwanis president), Louis Hoffheimer, (owner of Hoffheimer Security & Captain Teken Magic Shows, Key Club coordinator), Marylou McKenna (author and immediate past president), Bud Hart (attorney and Alexandria Living Legend), Mary Wadland (owner/publisher of Zebra), Bill Allison (Kiwanis Club Ambassador and Club Secretary and partner in Engineering firm, CMC Co. of VA), Tim Wesling (owner of Wesling Financial and Kiwanis treasurer), Tom DeRill (Burke and Herbert Bank), Don Wells (attorney, WWII veteran, and Kiwanis member with 52 years’ perfect attendance), Nick Gregsouk (with Burke and Herbert Bank and club president), Ray Peters (long-term Kiwanian and WWII veteran), Claude Mayo (CPA and Kiwanis board member), and Larry Watson (retired executive and past Kiwanis lieutenant governor). Unable to attend were Dr. Steve Blood, (past president and tireless volunteer fundraiser), Bob Travers (real estate developer and past lieutenant governor and tireless Kiwanis volunteer) John Crawford (past Kiwanis president and lieutenant governor), and YOU...our potential new Member?

Join us in serving youth in the Alexandria area!

The Alexandria Kiwanis just celebrated 90 years of providing community support directly to Alexandria youth as an agent of Kiwanis International (KWI). KWI is a global volunteer organization dedicated to changing the world one child and one community at a time. As part of KWI, Alexandria Kiwanis and the Alexandria Foundation supports and provides funding and volunteers to some 75 organizations in our community every year. KWI has more than 600,000 members in 80 countries focusing on community goals and objectives.

What’s coming up at Kiwanis?
On February 16, 5-7 pm, a Meet Kiwanis Social will be held at the Sheraton Suites-Old Town. Hear how Kiwanis supports youth in Alexandria and our plans for the future. Meet Alexandria Living Legend Bud Hart. Light refreshments will be served, with a cash bar. RSVP to wfa@cmcofva.com by February 14.

On March 13, 7:30-8:30 am, Del Ray Kiwanis will host a coffee social at St Elmo’s Coffee Pub, 2300 Mt. Vernon Avenue. Meet and work volunteers who support Alexandria youth. Projects include mentoring middle school students in community service.

April 22, 3-30 pm, the 11th Annual National Symphony Orchestra Concert at George Washington Memorial Masonic Temple. This year’s the concert features violinist Marrisa Regni and trombonist Barry Hern of the NSO and the John Adams ES Orff Ensemble under the direction of Wes McCune. This annual event provides a unique opportunity for students and other to interact with symphony musicians. Get involved! Walk into any of our meetings or contact a Kiwanian.

Alexandria Kiwanis meets at noon each Thursday at the Sheraton Suites-Old Town, 801 N St. Asaph Street. Del Ray Kiwanis meets at 7:30am each Tuesday at St Elmo’s Coffee House, 2300 Mt. Vernon Avenue.

Contact: Alexandria Kiwanis (alexandriakiwanis@earthlink.net) or Bill Allison at 703.836.3344 for more information.

“I always wanted a neck like Audrey Hepburn. I have a neck like an elderly German Shepherd.”

- James Coco as Jimmy Perrino

Only When I Laugh, 1981

Gatsby’s Tavern

Fine dining since 1770.

138 North Royal Street
Old Town Alexandria
703.546.1288
gadysstavernrestaurant.com

Darn good.

Gadsby’s Tavern
Fine dining since 1770.
138 North Royal Street
Old Town Alexandria
703-548-1288
gadsbystavernrestaurant.com

Buy one brunch, get one free!
Present this ad to redeem thru March 6, 2011.
Amethyst is commonly found in a variety of sizes, shapes and cuts. It is a member of the quartz family, as is citrine. As such it is relatively easy to care for and a good gemstone for daily wear. It is not, however, a gemstone that you can wear while sunbathing. The reason is that some amethysts may experience a fading of their intense purple color in natural sunlight. I learned this fact the hard way when I put an intense purple amethyst geode in my front window display for a month. At the end of that month, I was shocked that the geode’s deep rich purple tone was now a pale lilac shade. Once an amethyst fades, there is no remedy, so I advise people with amethyst jewelry to enjoy wearing it as much as possible in indoors, away from direct sunlight. The good thing is, and was, that amethyst is accommodating to a smaller budget, but is still a stone that does not compromise quality for cost or beauty.

There are many shades of amethyst from light lilac to intense purple, which is often referred to as a Siberian color. The gemstone may have color zoning, which resembles a venetian blind effect when viewed from the back side of the gemstone, when it is on a solid white background. There are also synthetic amethysts, currently available from gem labs in Japan.

Natural amethyst is so reasonable in price that one would think that no simulant was necessary. More and more, it’s buyer beware for most colored gemstones, even reasonably priced ones such as amethyst. In any event, there is also a very pale green stone called a green amethyst. Green amethyst gets its color as the result of a heat treatment. Its color is stable, if normal care is exercised. I have even used green amethysts in a client’s engagement ring.

I hope that you have learned something regarding amethysts, and that you will treasure it as a gemstone with rich history, rich color and with a reasonable price tag.

Mary Ehlers is a goldsmith and the owner of The Nugget, located at 123 South Fairfax Street in Old Town Alexandria.
The Sundance Film Festival 2012: Where the Spirit of the Independent Filmmaker is Alive and 2.0

BY John Arndt

T here are few places in the world where you can board public transit and strike up conversations with a Mexican drug lord from CSI: Miami, an actress starring opposite Paul Giamatti in his newest flick, and a Sony Pictures executive who runs the studio’s digital streaming site, Crackle. All on the same bus.

This happened on my first day at the Sundance Film Festival, the largest independent cinema festival in the United States, held each third week of January in the picturesque ski resort of Park City, and its separate venues in Salt Lake City, Ogden, Utah.

Robert Redford, Sundance Institute’s founder and president, made it clear at his annual state-of-the-festival press conference that “Sundance is not Park City. Sundance is the place where this all started. Back in the 1980s, when I was living in the same bus.

In many ways, the festival embodies what we do at the institute year-round,” she said. “In a concrete sense, you can see that in the 27 feature films to be screened in this year’s festival, films that were supported creatively or financially by the institute.”

Sundance festival began as the “Utah/US Film Festival” in 1978, as an effort by the state government to attract filmmakers to Utah. Chaired by Redford, it was founded by Sterling Van Wagenen, who was then head of Wildwood, Redford’s production company, and John Earle and Cirina Hampton Catau, who served on the Utah Film Commission.

The 1978 festival featured films that are now classics, like “Deliverance,” “Midnight Cowboy” and “A Streetcar Named Desire.” The goal was to showcase American-made films with the Frank Capra Award, which that first year went to the legendary actor Jimmy Stewart. The festival made a profit from the start.

One year later, Sundance Film Festival was founded and, even with its success and expansion, its mission, access to top online distribution portals.

With Internet and cable, success in distribution takes many forms these days. As the institute, a new program called Artist Services helps filmmakers pursue their distribution strategy. Redford and his team have helped artists raise more than $1.5 million on Kickstarter.com to fund projects, and they offered all Sundance-supported films, past and present, access to top online distribution portals.

“Sundance festival began as the “Utah/US Film Festival” in 1978, as an effort by the state government to attract filmmakers to Utah. Chaired by Redford, it was founded by Sterling Van Wagenen, who was then head of Wildwood, Redford’s production company, and John Earle and Cirina Hampton Catau, who served on the Utah Film Commission.

The 1978 festival featured films that are now classics, like “Deliverance,” “Midnight Cowboy” and “A Streetcar Named Desire.” The goal was to showcase American-made films with the Frank Capra Award, which that first year went to the legendary actor Jimmy Stewart. The festival made a profit from the start.

One year later, Sundance Film Festival was founded and, even with its success and expansion, its mission has changed little.

“Our mission is creating a platform for independent art- ists to show their work,” Redford said. “This is the only festival that I know is truly independent in the world, and it’s the only festival that has a year-round workshop attached to it.”

Still slim and vital at 78, Redford shows no signs of slowing down, either personally or professionally. His Sun- dance Institute and Festival are global institutions and his team makes it clear that they’re aggressively pursuing his desire for Sundance to remain at the intersection of technology and storytelling, globally.

“The Sundance Institute and Festival are global institutions and his team makes it clear that they’re aggressively pursuing his desire for Sundance to remain at the intersection of technology and storytelling, globally.”

Today, 30 percent of the artists at the institute are inter- national,” Pumain said. “This year we’ll hold labs and work- shops in China, India, Jordan, and East Africa.”

As the premier showcase for new work from American and international independent filmmakers, the 10-day Sun- dance Film Festival comprises competitive sections for Amer- ican and international dramatic and documentary films, both feature-length and short films, and a group of out-of-competi- tion film categories, including NEXT, New Frontier, Spotlight, and Park City at Midnight.

Every table at Redford’s swanky restaurant Zoom had been booked for months. Standard rooms at the swanky
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175-room Waldorf Astoria were fetching $800 per night. The latest draw at Park City this year was the country’s only heated chairlift, a quad encased in a tinted orange shield that makes you feel you’re sitting in a pair of ski goggles. You board it near the resort’s new ski “beach,” a sundial esplanade complete with lounge chairs and fire pits.

In its fourth year, The Sundance Collective was a collection of five mega-manses on Promontory Point near Park City, which hosted 75 actors, producers, directors and other VIPS from DC, New York, Miami and Los Angeles, including Alexandria’s own Katie Partlow, daughter of Del Ray’s coffee queen, Nora Partlow of St. Elmo’s Coffee Pub, and Elizabeth Webster, director of business outreach for DC Councilman Vincent Orange, who oversees DC’s Office of Motion Pictures.

“DC is committed to helping independent filmmakers and bringing more production projects to the District,” Webster said. “That’s my main focus for being here.”

Over ten days The Sundance Collective hosted eight events catered by Iron Chef Mark Timms of Easton, Maryland’s Inn at Perry Cabin, including a UNICEF brunch to raise funds for Haitian relief and a premiere party for “Fishing Without Nets,” a 17-minute drama about Somali fishermen lured into the pirate trade.

The documentary, produced by 25-year-old writer-director, Cutter Hodierne from Arlington, won the top jury prize for short films. Hodierne hopes to turn his story into a feature-length film.

This year, Park City’s go-to watering holes, places like the No Name Saloon, Riverhorse, Grappa, Chimayo and 350 Main, were jammed during the festival, and Main Street at times was like a parking lot of tinted GM Escalades constantly disgorging celebrities, studio execs, and other A-Listers into bars, restaurants, and gifting lounges.

PT Barnum at Sundance

Ah, the gifting lounges. Economic meltdown, be damned. It was not just filmed entertainment on parade here; Madison Avenue was also out in full force, as Sundance has almost become a brand exercise, a World Series of PT Barnum-like showmanship of the hippest and hottest new clothes, bootwear, breakfast cereals, and grain vodkas.

Bing Bar, TAO, T-Mobile, Google Music and Grey Goose Vodka’s Blue Door on Main Street were the hottest spots at this year’s festival, invitation-only spaces that spanned several floors with bars on each, and nightly entertainment featuring Jason Mraz, The Bad Rabbits, Vintage Trouble and DC’s own jazz saxophonist Ski Johnson.

During the day these lounges hosted press junkets for Hollywood superstars like Sean Penn, Richard Gere, Anne Heche and the casts from some of the Festival’s top films. Mary J. Blige came through, as did Octavia Spencer, Kirsten Dunst, Blythe Danner, Andy Samberg, David Duchovny, Elizabet Olsen and James Marsden.

The Kennedy’s at Sundance

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., was one of 20 Kennedys or in-laws at Sundance to support Rory Kennedy, youngest child of Robert and Ethel Kennedy, who screened “Ethel,” her upcoming HBO documentary which is a portrait of RFK’s famously private widow. Rory, who was born after her father’s assassination in 1968, made a touching documentary filled with archival footage and home movies. Singer Taylor Swift, a Kennedy fan, flew in from Los Angeles for the day to catch the premiere.

“My mother has lived through so many extraordinary historical events and was on the front lines every step of the way,” said Rory Kennedy. “Selfishly, my interest was for my children and my children’s children, in being able to capture my mother for them, who she is and what she stood for.”

See SUNDANCE on page 29
circa 1972, I recall sitting on the living room sofa in my footed, flannel Carter’s pajamas, watching the Academy Awards with my parents. It was one of the few nights of the year that I was allowed to stay up past eight o’clock. I watched our brown Magnavox with great fascination, marveling at the actresses in layers of swirling chiffon, sporting French twists and borrowed diamonds, and the actors clad in white or black dinner jackets with perfect bow ties.

Little has changed for me since those days. If I am not attending an Oscar party or hosting one, I am invariably sitting on my living room sofa in a Lanvin nightgown, the lights turned down, watching the live broadcast and reflecting on the enormous happiness this annual event has brought to my life.

This is my Super Bowl, and I will not tolerate detractors. I am aware the show has its shortcomings, but I liken them to a well-loved aunt who got into the sherry. As Johnny Carson once remarked, the show is “two hours of sparkling entertainment spread out over a four-hour telecast.” Okay, so it’s a little long, the speeches a little boring, and the production numbers hokey, making them the ideal bathroom break. But in a world of so much uncertainty, the Academy Awards has remained consistent (even when it is consistently bad).

Through childhood, adolescence, and now adulthood, these broadcasts, and the films they honor, have marked time, my time. To steal a line from Norma Desmond in her final Sunset Boulevard close-up: “You see, this is my life! It always will be! There’s nothing else just us, and the cameras, and those wonderful people out there in the dark!” Enjoy the show... and welcome back the evening’s host, Billy Crystal.
Enter Zebra’s 2012 ACADEMY AWARDS Contest!

WIN a Dinner for Two at

(Tax and tip excluded)

To enter: Fill out this ballot and mail to The Zebra, 2321 Mill Road, Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22314. Go to our website at www.thezebra.org and download the Oscar ballot on the home page, fill it out, scan it, and send via email to oscars@thezebra.org or print and mail it to us. Must be mailed/postmarked before midnight February 25, 2012. Good luck!

Your Name:

Mailing Address:

Telephonede:

Email:

Best Picture

- "THE DESCENDANTS"
- "Hugo"
- "MIDNIGHT IN PARIS"
- "THE TREE OF LIFE"
- "WAR HORSE"

Best Animated Feature Film

- "EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY CLOSE"
- "HUGO"
- "MIDNIGHT IN PARIS"
- "WAR HORSE"
- "THE TREE OF LIFE"

Best Costume Design

- "EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY CLOSE"
- "HUGO"
- "THE TREE OF LIFE"
- "WAR HORSE"

Best Director

- WOODY ALLEN, "Midnight in Paris"
- MICHEL HAZANAVICIUS, "The Artist"
- TERENCE MALICK, "The Tree of Life"
- ALEXANDER PAYNE, "The Descendants"
- MARTIN SCORSESE, "Hugo"

Best Documentary Feature

- "A SEPARATION"
- "IN DANGEROUS WATERS"
- "INCIDENT IN NEW BAGHDAD"
- "SAVING FACE"
- "THE TIBETAN JOURNEY"

Best Documentary Short Subject

- "THE BARBER OF BIRMINGHAM: FOOT SOLDIER OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT"
- "THE BEAUTIFUL DOLL"
- "GOD IS THE BIGGER ELVIS"
- "THERE IS NO MENTALITY"
- "SUBLIME"

Best Art Direction

- "THE ARTIST"
- "HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS PART 2"
- "HUGO"
- "MIDNIGHT IN PARIS"
- "WAR HORSE"

Best Original Score

- "THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN"
- "THE ARTIST"
- "HUGO"
- "TINKER TAILOR SOLDIER SPY"
- "WAR HORSE"

Best Original Song

- "MAN OR MURPETS" FROM "THE MUPPETS"
- "REAL IN RIO" FROM "RIO"
- "TUBA ATLANTIC"
- "TUMBLEWEED"
- "WALL E"

Best Supporting Actor

- JACOB WERTHEIM, "Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy"
- BRAD PITT, "The Tree of Life"
- GEORGE CLOONEY, "The Descendants"
- DEMIÁN BICHIR, "A Better Life"
- KENNETH BRANAGH, "My Week with Marilyn"

Best Supporting Actress

- VIOLA DAVIS, "The Help"
- MARIA BONNEvie, "The Help"
- ANNE HATHAWAY, "Les Misérables"
- QUINN LEWIS, "Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close"
- HEimat, "Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close"

Best Adapted Screenplay

- "THE DESCENDANTS," Alexander Payne, Nat Faxon, Jim Rash
- "HUGO," John Logan
- "THE IDES OF MARCH," George Clooney, Grant Heslov, Beau Willimon
- "MONEYBALL," Steven Zaillian, Aaron Sorkin, Stan Chervin
- "TINKER TAILOR SOLDIER SPY," Bridget O’Connor, Peter Straughan

Best Animated Short Film

- "DIMANCHE, SUNDAY"
- "THE FANTASTIC FLYING BOOKS OF MR. MORRIS LESSMORE"
- "LA LUNA"
- "THE LEGEND OF攝ROO"
- "THE RED RIDE"

Best Makeup

- "TINTIN"
- "HUGO"
- "TINKER TAILOR SOLDIER SPY"
- "WAR HORSE"
- "THE ARTIST"

Best Original Song

- "MONEYBALL" FROM "THE MUPPETS"
- "REAL IN RIO" FROM "RIO"
- "TUBA ATLANTIC"
- "TUMBLEWEED"
- "WALL E"

Tie-Breaker Question #1

Name the two sisters who both won Best Actress Academy Awards:

- Meryl Streep

Tie-Breaker Question #2

The 84th Academy Awards is scheduled to air on Sunday, February 26, 2012 at 8:30 PM EST on ABC (with a 90-minute red carpet show immediately preceding) and historically runs beyond its three-hour time slot. Guesstimate the length of the actual awards show broadcast in hours and minutes (for example, 3 hours and 17 minutes) NOT including the red carpet coverage.

- 3 hours
- 3 hours 17 minutes
- 3 hours 30 minutes
- 4 hours
- 4 hours 30 minutes
Thrills of polo.

picks up on the seductive and spine-tingling del Peter Arundel of the Great Meadow Polo Club, gathering of filmmakers, producers, directors and play docudrama.” Arundel said. “There is a thirst for people who play the game, so in that sense it is a passion. I wanted to tell the story. It is based on real personal experience. “It is a world that I know about and I wanted to tell the story. It is based on real people who play the game, so in that sense it is a docudrama.” Arundel said. “There is a thirst for feel-good movies in a bad economy. My script reflects well on Virginia and on the sport of polo. Arundel’s script presents the horse world from a perspective filmmaker hasn’t yet seen on film—the high stakes world of high-goal professional polo. Arundel, CEO and Publisher of Leesburg-based Times Community Newspapers, has played the sport for 20 years in a variety of hot polo locations: Argentina, Venezuela, California, and on his home turf of The Plains, Virginia, at Great Meadow. The story, set in Middleburg, features a family of horse breeders who live by selling polo ponies to big-money players. The family’s three sons get caught up in the stratosphere of big-time polo, climbing to the top of the sport amidst various scenes of tragedy, triumph, comedy, and sex. “I hope my script will appeal to a wide audience. It’s definitely PG-13 and, even though there is an element of tragedy, the story has a happy ending,” Arundel notes. Arundel was at Sundance promoting his website www.fallingfromhorses.com and says that “the phone calls keep coming,” he said. “I am a woman, remarried Hay to her guests in the pre-viewing. “Little did I know that there was congressional policy called combat exclusion that precluded women from serving in a combat capacity. Needless to say, I was heartbroken.” Frogwomen spotlight this current policy prohibiting women from becoming Navy SEALs and seeks to discover women capable of completing the training. Hay, who’s rumored to be a future candidate for Virginia Governor, is the founder of Lanmark Technology, a woman-owned defense company based in Vienna specializing in the homeland security arenas of cyber defense, biometrics, weapons technical intelligence, and asymmetric and electronic warfare. With annual revenues of more than $15 million, her company’s clients include federal agencies, state and local governments and commercial enterprises. A former Navy Lieutenant, Hay was previously a Naval Intelligence Officer who served around the world. She holds a B.S. in Mathematics from the Naval Academy, an MBA from the College of William and Mary, and a Master’s Certificate in Government Contracting from George Washington University. See HAY on page 30

Lani Hay and Vera Farnigia

PHOTO BY JOHN ARUNDEL

It perhaps made perfect sense that one of DC’s most prominent woman entrepreneurs would throw one of the most buzzed-about gender-specific events at Sundance 2012: Women in Film. Lani Hay, the president & CEO of Northern Virginia-based Lanmark Technology, Inc. hosted a private dinner in Park City, Utah during Sundance 2012 on Jan. 24 with ELLE magazine in honor of leading women of the entertainment industry. The exclusive, invite-only event, presented by Moroccan Oils, included the presentation of a Spotlight Initiative award from The Creative Coalition to actress Vera Farnigia, the Oscar-nominated actress who played opposite George Clooney in last year’s hit movie Up In the Air. The evening’s program included opening remarks from actress Alfie Woodard followed by a sizzle reel presentation of Hay’s highly anticipated non-fiction television show, “Frogwomen”, which is being platformed as a big observational documentary series testing the mental and physical fortitude of 24 women against a Navy SEAL training program. Due to the 1994 Combat Exclusion policy, as written, it precludes women from “assigned” to combat, especially within the special forces. Hay’s dream was to be a fighter pilot flying for the Navy’s premier aerial flight team, the Blue Angels. “I received an appointment to attend the United States Naval Academy and when I arrived, I was told that I couldn’t fulfill my dream simply because I was a woman, remarried Hay to her guests in the pre-viewing. “Little did I know that there was congressional policy called combat exclusion that precluded women from serving in a combat capacity. Needless to say, I was heartbroken.” Frogwomen spotlight this current policy prohibiting women from becoming Navy SEALs and seeks to discover women capable of completing the training. Hay, who’s rumored to be a future candidate for Virginia Governor, is the founder of Lanmark Technology, a woman-owned defense company based in Vienna specializing in the homeland security arenas of cyber defense, biometrics, weapons technical intelligence, and asymmetric and electronic warfare. With annual revenues of more than $15 million, her company’s clients include federal agencies, state and local governments and commercial enterprises. A former Navy Lieutenant, Hay was previously a Naval Intelligence Officer who served around the world. She holds a B.S. in Mathematics from the Naval Academy, an MBA from the College of William and Mary, and a Master’s Certificate in Government Contracting from George

A Passion for Polo: Falling from Horses

Peter Arundel at The Sundance Collective. PHOTO BY JOHN ARUNDEL

BY KIRSTEN BRADAC

he growing genre of equestrian movies has caught hold with movie audiences. Critics and film goers fawned over Seabiscuit and Secretariat, and Steven Spielberg’s War Horse, now in theaters, just picked up an Oscar nomination for Best Picture. A 20-year veteran of the polo world and founder of the Great Meadow Polo Club, Peter Arundel of McLean, thinks it’s about time Hollywood

T

Sundance Film Festival is the top gathering for independent movies made outside of Hollywood’s major studios.

U.S. Drama Films
Best Film, Jury Prize: “Beasts of the Southern Wild”
Best Film, Audience Award: “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty”
Directing: Ava DuVernay, “Middle of Nowhere”
Screenwriting: Derek Conolly, “Safety Not Guaranteed”
Cinematography: Ben Richardson, “Beasts of the Southern Wild”
Special Jury Prize, Ensemble Acting: “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty”
Special Jury Prize, Producing: Jonathan Schwartz, Andrea Sperling, “Smashed”
U.S. Documentary Films
Best Documentary, Jury Prize: “The House I Live In”
Best Documentary, Audience Award: “The Invisible War”
Directing: Lauren Greenfield, “The Queen of Versailles”
Editing: Enat Sidi, “Detropia”
Cinematography: Jeff Orlowski, “Chasing Ice”
Special Jury Prize: “Love, Loss and What I Wore” and “Ai Weiwei: Never Sorry” (Tied)
World Cinema, Drama
Best Film, Jury Prize: “Violetera Won’t Be”
Best Film, Audience Award: “Valley of Saints”
Directing: Mariano Barroso, “Toddy Bear”
Screenwriting: Marialy Rivas, Camila Gutierrez, Pedro Petranio, Sebastian Sepulveda, “Young Evil”
Cinematography: David Ræderke, “My Brother the Devil”
Special Jury Prize, Artistic Vision: “Can”
World Cinema, Documentary
Best Film, Jury Prize, “The Law in These Parts”
Best Film, Audience Award: “Searching for Sugar Man”
Directing: Emad Burnat, Guy Davidi, “5 Broken Cameras”
Editing: Lisanne Pajot, James Swirsky, “Indie Games: The Movie”
Cinematography: Lars Krutak, “Putin’s Kiss”
Special Jury Prize, Film: “Seeking For Sugar Man”

Other Awards
U.S. Short Films: “The Black Balloons”
World Short Film: “The Return”
Shorts, Jury Prize: “Fishing Without Nets”
Shorts, Audience Award: “The Debutante Hunters”
Rory, whose films include "Ghosts of Abu Ghraib" and "Indian Point: Imagining the Unimaginable," features a remarkable moment in the film when she asks her mother about her father's death. Ethel Kennedy chokes up and instructs her daughter to "talk about something else."

"Part of how my mother has gotten through so much tragedy in her inner strength," Rory Kennedy told the audience. "Religious helped, too, but she is not someone who talks about or reflects on difficult moments. I think that moment in the film speaks volumes about who she is."

When making the film, Rory said that she had not known previously that her mother had been on the ponies in college, and she had never heard the story of her father sliding down the banister at the White House the day Jack and Jackie moved in.

"I'd seen many documentaries about my father, but when I went through the raw footage, something else came through," she said. "My mother, too. I think they're genuine people, and how they lived their lives is consistent with their public face."

Sundance: A Filmmaker's Big Break

Scores of independent filmmakers got their big break at Sundance, like Kevin Smith, Quentin Tarantino, Steven Soderbergh and Edward Burns. It was responsible for bringing wider attention to highly-acclaimed films like "The Blair Witch Project," "Reservoir Dogs," "Little Miss Sunshine," "Napoleon Dynamite," "The Brothers McMullen," and "Duel in the Sun," all of which captured film festival organizers' attention. Four of the five Best Documentary nominees were Sundance films. About 45 percent of these activities with their "Focus on Film" campaign.

"We are a nonprofit, and it's been hard for me," Redford said. "Sometimes it's very hard to point that out," Redford said. "Someday it's been hard for me."

With the 2012 Presidential election, Redford had still more on his plate. "In terms of politics and my other life," he said. "The fact is, you can see the mushroom cloud of ego hovering over everybody. It's kind of silly and stupid, and I'm sorry about that."

John Arundel is the founder of The Alexandria Times and the current associate publisher of Washington Life. He lives in Alexandria.

Call the water heater experts at Caffi for the best in hot water solutions

1313 Powhatan Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
703.836.6775 • service@cafficontracting.com
www.facebook.com/cafficontracting
www.cafficontracting.com

$100 OFF water heater installation
Coupon may not be combined with any other offer. Expires 3/31/12

Catch the Zebra online at www.thezebra.org and also on LocalKicks.com
### Alexandria’s Own Film Festival

The 5th annual Alexandria Film Festival, in November 2011, brought more than 200 high-quality short and feature-length films, documentaries, filmmaker panels, and arts presentations to unique and historic venues throughout the City.

A yearly tribute to cinema, the Alexandria Film Festival offers feature-length films, documentaries, animation, and shorts by emerging and established filmmakers to an audience seeking new or rarely seen films. Alexandria is home to film producers and enthusiasts, arts patrons, members of Congress and their staff, corporate executives, and other influential groups. The festival highlighted the talents of local, national, and international filmmakers.

Pat Miller, Chair of the Alexandria Commission for the Arts, said “It was a four day celebration of cinematic arts, featuring emerging and established filmmakers from all over the world.” Entries came from 25 countries—some from as far away as China and Australia—which underscores the Alexandria Film Festival’s growing reputation on the world stage of cinematic competitions.

The 2011 Film Festival was organized and presented by the Alexandria Commission for the Arts and the Alexandria Office of the Arts, Department of Recreation, Parks & Cultural Activities. It included curated and juried films ranging in length from five minutes to two hours and covering a wide range of subject matter. For information about the 2012 Alexandria Film Festival, visit www.AlexandriaFilm.org.

### The Stars Come Out at Sundance

PARK CITY, UTAH – Grey Goose Vodka’s Blue Door on Main Street was one of the hottest spots at this year’s Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah.

The invitation-only space spanned two floors with bars on each, serving guests the very first taste of the soon-to-be-released new flavor, Grey Goose Cherry Noir.

During the day, the Grey Goose lounge hosted the likes of Hollywood superstars Sean Penn, Richard Gere, and casts from some of the festival’s best films in the space for press junkets, while the InStyle Portrait Studio upstairs drew its fair share of star power.

Mary J. Blige came through, as did Octavia Spencer, Kristen Dunst, Common, Blythe Danner, Andy Samberg, David Duchovny, Julie Delphy, Elizabeth Olsen and James Marsden.


After parties at the Grey Goose Blue Door drew lines at the door that snaked down the street despite a blinding snow and blizzard conditions on some nights.

Monday night was a highlight of the week with an event to launch the sixth season of Grey Goose Entertainment’s Iconoclasts series, featuring a Q&A with Paul Simon and acclaimed filmmaker/director Joe Berlinger.

The Stars come out at Sundance

I can’t tell ya how encouraging a thing like this is.”

Ruth Gordon - on winning the Best Supporting Actress Oscar for Rosemary’s Baby, 1969

PHOTO BY JOHN ARUNDEL
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▲ HAY from page 28

Washington University.

“I am honored to be in the company of everyone at this dinner who has achieved extraordinary success in film, especially the women,” she said. “I have always been in awe of the complexity of the characters that female actors take on and am in total support of thought-provoking roles that go against the grain.”

Also shown at the dinner was a preview of Anne O’Shea’s (Producer of the acclaimed The Kids Are Alright) highly anticipated The Goat starring Vera Farmiga, Jason Kirk, Ty Burrell, Kerri Russell and David Duchovny.

The night concluded with a public thank you from Hay to DC celebrity chef Todd English of Olives restaurant, for preparing the gourmet four-course dinner on site for the high-profile industry guests.

Other famous attendees included actors Tim Daly, Kaycee Stroh, Nia Vardalos, Carol Kane and Sharon Lawrence.
ACT for Alexandria Welcomes New Board Members

On February 1, ACT for Alexandria welcomed two new members to its board of directors – Brooke Curran and Joyce Manchester. Brooke Curran, also known as RunningBrooke, has committed to running a marathon on every continent, in each of the 50 states, and the five major marathons to raise money for Alexandria charities. She has raised and given out $110,000 since 2009. Joyce Manchester is the Chief of Long-Term Modeling Group at the Congressional Budget Office, as well as the project director for the Safe World Fund, a giving circle that supports education, training and health care for women and girls in Afghanistan and Pakistan. While both have been involved in ACT for some time, we are pleased to welcome them to their new roles.

Both women have been involved in ACT for some time, according to John Porter, ACT executive director. “We are pleased to welcome Brooke and Joyce to the board. Their caring and concern for others, coupled with their commitment to ACT, should prove valuable for the community.”

ACT also announced that the following members have been re-elected as officers of the organization: Gene Steurele – Chair, Lauren Garcia – Vice Chair, Debra Collins – Secretary, and David Dejesus – Treasurer. The ACT Board of Directors includes: Caren Camp, Cathy Carney-Peters, Lyles Carr, Muni Couger, Robert Dugger, Allison Endle, William Eulille, Magaly Galdo-Hurt, Val Hawkins, Jeannie Hodges, Trip Howell, Pierce Kleinum, David Markley, Lori Morris, Alice Paik, Neil Parent, Heather Scott, and David Speck, Chair of the Advisory Council. Mary Catherine Gibbs serves as Of Counsel for ACT.

ACT would like to recognize Allison Czerniak DiNardo, a founding member and former chair, who was recently appointed to the University of Virginia Board of Visitors. “Allison’s charitable work is well-known to many, but I am especially indebted for her leadership at ACT as a founding member and the chair who helped take us to independent status, while re-organizing us to function efficiently and well on behalf of the Alexandria community,” said Gene Steurele, ACT board chair. Allison will transition to the ACT Advisory Council.

Launched in 2004, ACT for Alexandria (ACT) is a community foundation that seeks and gives for the benefit of all Alexandria. For more information about ACT and how you can support the pressing needs of the nonprofit community in Alexandria, contact ACT at 703-739-7779 or visit www.ACTforAlexandria.org.

Breakthrough technology eliminates daily hearing aid frustrations

Lyric has “overcome many of the problems associated with traditional hearing aids” — The New York Times

THE MESSAGE WAS LOUD AND CLEAR

People have a love-hate relationship with traditional hearing aids. While regaining their hearing is a huge plus, many are frustrated with the limitations and maintenance that comes with these devices. In fact, many decide to just live with their hearing loss rather than put up with the daily hassles.

24/7 HEARING WITH NO DAILY HASSLES

With Lyric, you can forget the daily hassles of traditional hearing aids. You can use Lyric during your daily activities such as sleeping, showering, exercising and talking on the phone. “There are no batteries to change, no maintenance needed and no daily insertion or removal is required.

Lyric Benefits:

- Worn 24/7 for up to 4 months at a time
- While sleeping, showering, exercising and talking on the phone
- Delivers clear, natural sound quality – minimizes background noise
- No daily hassles – no batteries to change or daily insertion or removal required

Call us TODAY to schedule a free hearing screen.

Offer good to Zebra readers thru MAR 15, 2012.

Lyric is placed deep in your ear canal and uses your outer ear to naturally direct sound into the ear canal. This placement helps minimize background noise, improve speech clarity, and deliver natural sound quality.

SIMPLE AND EASY

Lyric is not an implant and requires no surgery or anesthesia. It is comfortably placed in the ear canal by a trained Lyric hearing professional. Lyric can be worn 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for up to 4 months at a time.

Lyric has 100% invisible, hearing device.

NAGA SABI BOMB HOT SAUCE

Naga Sabi Bomb hot sauce is another creation from the Danny Cash crew (www.dannycash.com) who introduced it at the 2007 Fiery Foods Show. Naga Sabi Bomb Hot Sauce is an extremely hot non-extract hot sauce, contains the world’s hottest peppers, wasabi, vinegar, and salt. The flavor starts with sweetness and a hint of wasabi. Then comes intense heat. I read a review where someone added it to some soy sauce and used with their sushi. I used it with a salmon dish the other night and it was great! And I’m not sure of the connection, but it comes with a collectable custom-printed shot glass.

By Mike Sade

Still renting with no real estate tax benefits? Call Rick Cheetham

www.RickCrealtor.com (Works on all phones too.)
2519 Wilson Blvd | Arlington VA 22201
703.528.2288 x27 | 703.261.3957 mobile
rccheetham@BuckRealtors.com
www.BuckRealtors.com

ADVERTORIAL
Katharine Hepburn’s Brownies

Whether paddling a canoe in On Golden Pond or swinging a golf club in Pat and Mike, Katharine Hepburn was a cinematic trailblazer. Garnering four Best Actress Oscars, she was always her own person on screen and off—known for her morning swims in frigid New England waters and her fondness for preparing home-cooked meals for friends and family. A Hepburn recipe was as golden as she was.

2 1-ounce squares unsweetened baker’s chocolate
1 stick unsalted butter
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
½ teaspoon vanilla
¼ cup flour
¼ teaspoon salt
1 cup chopped walnuts

Melt chocolate and butter in a heavy saucepan over low heat. Remove from heat and stir in sugar. Add eggs and vanilla and beat well. Stir in flour, salt and walnuts. Mix well. Pour into a buttered 8-inch square baking pan. Bake at 325 degrees for 40 minutes. Cool and cut into squares.

Recipe reprinted from The Dead Celebrity Cookbook by Frank DeCaro. Available on amazon.com.

CARPENTER’S SHELTER CELEBRATES
10TH ANNUAL COOK-OFF WITH WEEKEND EVENTS:

In celebration of the 10th year of the Cook-Off, Carpenter’s is making a weekend of it. Join Carpenter’s Shelter for a run and some culinary fun on Saturday, April 28, and Sunday, April 29, 2012. All proceeds benefit Carpenter’s Shelter and its work on behalf of homeless individuals, children, and families.

The 10th anniversary celebration weekend begins on Saturday, April 28, 2012, at 8:00 AM, with the Run for Shelter 10K and One Mile Fun Run, the only race in Alexandria dedicated to the commitment to end homelessness. The out and back course, starting at Eisenhower Avenue and Swamp Fox Road in Alexandria, will have music and entertainment for the whole family. What a great way to work off some Cook-Off calories in advance! Run For Shelter 10K registration is $40 and Fun Run registration is $20. For race information and registration, go to www.runforshelter10k.com.

For general inquiries, contact Alex Stevens at alexstevens@carpentersshelter.org, 703-548-7500, ext. 204, or on Twitter @cookoff2012. Carpenter’s Shelter provides shelter, guidance, education and advocacy for homeless individuals and families who seek sustainable independence and stability. Carpenter’s Shelter opened its doors in Alexandria in 1988, and serves over 1,000 homeless people every year, according to Lissette S. Bishins, Executive Director.
February 5, 12, 19, & 26
Walking with Tours Every Sunday in February 1 p.m. (tour lasts about 90 minutes)
Location: Meet at the fountain at Market Square (near the intersection of King & Royal Streets)Taxis: $10 (pay at the site when you take the tour, no advance reservations) It’s back, after a History last year! Did you know that there are over 140 places in Alexandria today that are associated with George Washington? This popular tour is designed to show you some of them and improve your knowledge of Washington and his hometown, Alexandria. To check event status due to weather conditions, visit www.washingtonbirthday.net/status or call 703-829-6640.

Alexandria’s African American Dwellings
February 9–May 1
Alexandria Black History Museum
902 Wythe Street
Alexandria
703-746-4306
alexblackhistory.org
703/746-3301
VisitAlexandriaVA.com
February 9–May 1
The Hayden Photography Studio. Seven- and very popular exhibition also re-

Madera Wine Tasting with George Washington
February 10
Gadby’s Tavern Museum
134 N. Royal Street
703-746-4242
Tickets: $45 per person
The weekend of George Washington’s birthday, enjoy his favorite drink as you toast birthday wishes to him! At Gadby’s Tavern Museum’s Madera Wine Tasting, taste four Maderas wines produced by Blandy’s, a family-owned business since 1811 and learn about Madera production as we taste it with food pairings.

Revolutionary War Reenact-
ment
February 18
Fort Ward Park
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (Skirmish at 2 p.m.)
4301 W. Braddock Road
Historic camp and tactical demon-
strations throughout the day including a Revolutionary War skirmish between the Redcoats and the Colonial Army.

George Washington Birthday Balloon and Ball
February 19
Gadby’s TavernMuseum
134 North Royal Street
703-746-4242
gadbystown.org
Set in the year 1799, this re-creation celebrates the famous party held for Washington’s birthday. The evening includes a three-course 18th-century banquet by Gadby’s Tavern Restau-
rant, English country dancing, toasts, a special 18th-century style dessert collation, and character re-enactors including General and Mrs. Washing-
ton. “After-five” attire is encouraged; period costumes are optional. Tickets for the Birthday Ball and Banquet are available, beginning at $100 per person, or $50 for the ball only. For $125, enjoy dining in a private room with the Washingtons themselves or for $200, be seated at the same table as the Washingtons.

George Washington Birthday Parade and Weekend Festivi-
ties
February 20
VisitAlexandriaVA.com
The George Washington Birthday Parade, the largest and oldest in the country celebrating this Founding Fa-
ter, will wind its way through a one-

Tea with Martha Washington
February 29 & 26
3 to 4:30 p.m.
Gadby’s Tavern Museum
134 N. Royal Street
703-746-4242
Adults: $20 per person;
$20 per person in groups of six or more.
Ever wonder how the first First Lady entertained her guests? What is the proper way to hold a tea or tea parties? Here is your chance to experience history with Martha Washington as she discusses 18th century tea customs, fashion, and clothing and dancing of the period. Eighteenth- century tea includes the museums special blend of tea, pound cake, dried fruit, and assortment of cook-
ies. Party attire accepted.

George Washington Birthday Celebration
February 19
Mount Vernon
On your birthday, February 22nd, receive birthday wishes all day. At “George Washington’s Surprise Birthday Party”, the first president will be presented with gifts which he will describe and react to during a speech to his birthday visitors.

Sunday, February 19
All events are included in admission: $15/adult, $7/child, 5 and under free.
9 a.m. – 12 p.m.: Breakfast with “George Washington”
George Washington’s favorite breakfast was “hooecakes swimming in butter and honey.” Join “General Washington” for a sample of this meal (while supplies last) from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m: George Washington’s Surprise Birthday Party!
Meet characters from the 18th century as they help visitors surprise “Gen-

“LOVE, POLITICS & SCRAB-
BLE: The Games People Play”
Thursday, February 26
Del Ray Artisans Gallery
2704 Mount Vernon Avenue
Alexandria
DelRayArtisans.org
703-407-6992
This juried show explores the numerous games people play in life, whether power, Monopoly, manipu-
lation, poker, gangsters, baseball, or gossips. The community is invited to “get their game on” at Art Games on February 10 and Game Taps on February 25. The exhibit will be on display and the Marketplace, with artful Valentine cards, closes Feb 26. FREE!
Is Social Networking Driving You Crazy? You need it but don’t know where to start? You started it, but now have no time to keep it up? Don’t Worry!!! I can help immediately! Call me today for friendly service and reasonable rates.

• Photography  • Consulting  • Marketing
• Social Media

Office: 703.548.7962
Cell: 703.216.4256
waynehulehan@comcast.net
www.linkedin.com/in/waynehulehan
www.facebook.com/waynehulehan
www.twitter.com/waynehulehan

Mari Stull is The Vino Vixen™, syndicated wine columnist whose musings appear in more than 20 magazines, newspapers, and online outlets monthly.

Log on our website at www.thezebra.org and click the Facebook button. Up-to-date news, events and special deals around town!!
I was in London with a borrowed umbrella. Thank God for small kindnesses.

Before my London trip, I’d spent a week working in Brussels. My boss was kind enough to lend me his umbrella as I left for the train station.

“You’ll need this more in London than I will in Brussels. Take it,” he said.

And I did. Because, scatter-brain that I am, I forgot packed an umbrella for my trip, but couldn’t remember where I’d stashed it. Forgot to search the deep pocket of my carry-on, where it lay in wait, snuggled in, happily blind to the world and its insufferable deluges and ridiculous winds. Until I returned home and unpacked, of course.

So I took my boss’s umbrella. Never mind that it was pouring. The kind of pour that all along, one. I can’t abide the idea of being a rain-soaked, soaking wet mess the way I am when it’s raining outside.

But, but,” whimpering, “I’m gonna go.” I mouth.

“Adieu, adieu, to you and everyone!”

I arrive at a Sandro Botticelli masterpiece was likely made way back in 1486. “The Birth of Venus” depicts a girl, almost ingenue, strawberry blonde hair flowing, shrugging parts of her body.) But the painting that stops me isn’t that one. It’s his 1483 depiction of a post-coital Venus and Mars. The guide informs me that this horizontal masterpiece was likely made to hang above the bed of some wealthy newlyweds. And it was painted, paints the guide, to playfully poke fun at gender-specific post-coital behaviors: Ares, having done the deed with Venus is passed out, barely clothed, mouth agape. Venus sits upright across from him, clothed in a diaphanous dress, and she is punitive.

I laughed out loud. Not a lot has changed in 429 years. After sex, men pass out, women wonder why he’s not up for a cuddle. (Of course, I’m generalizing a bit, but Botticelli has gotten at a not uncommon situation.)

Not long after, I left the museum, fortified by laughter. I sound my way back through the dreary rain, umbrella aloft, back to London, back to biscuits and tea and not a little Sound of Music.
Phil Wadland, Jr., and daughter Mary in the Delray Beach store in 1982

Founder Harry Wadland at his workbench

At 3, Phil Wadland, Jr., plays with his father’s clock-making tools

The window of the original family store in Melrose, Massachusetts

Time Does Wait For This Man
Wadland family celebrates 100 years in clock business

By Chuck Haze

William Butler Yeats, in his work “The Land of Heart’s Desire,” wrote, “Joy is wisdom, time an endless song.” Those words are particularly appropriate to the life work and love of Phil Wadland, Jr.

A third generation clock maker and horologist, his company, Wadland Clock Repair, located in Manchester, New Hampshire, just celebrated in 199th anniversary in the time-piece business. Harry Wadland, Phil’s grandfather, went to work in the family store upon graduation from high school in 1939. His ten-year store upon graduation from high school in 1939. His ten-

piece business. Harry Wadland, Phil’s grandfather, went to work for a Boston clock company in 1912.

“He was 22 at the time. Three years later he opened a jewelry store in Melrose, Massachusetts,” Wadland explained. “One of the primary services of jewelry stores of that time was watch and clock repair.”

Phil Wadland, Sr., now 90, went to work in the family store upon graduation from high school in 1939. His tenure was interrupted by World War II when, in early 1942, he enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corps, now the U.S. Air Force. "Because of my father's skills, he was assigned to office duty at a bomber pilot training facility in Alabama, and never left the United States," Wadland explained. "He also repaired watches at night for anyone who needed his services."

Following the war, Phil, Sr., returned to Melrose and joined his father’s business. Today he lives in Stoneham, Massachusetts.

"I got into the business without really knowing I was getting into the business. It seems that's the way it has been happening for three generations," Phil, Jr., said.

"When I was a child, I had real professional tools in my room, not the normal screw-drivers and hammers other kids had to play with. I also had a box of watches," he said. "My father encouraged me to take them apart and see what made them run. I wasn't expected to reassemble them."

"When I was 12 years old, Dad brought me into the business. That's when I learned how to reassemble the watches. That's also when I became part of Wadland Jewelers at 420 Main Street, Melrose, Massachusetts," he added.

"From watches, Wadland graduated to working on clocks – and that's a whole different matter. "The first clock I worked on was big. After I got it apart and worked on it, I tried to put it back together and couldn't. I started crying, but I got over it and got it together," he said.

Today, when teaching others how to work on watches and clocks, Wadland remembers that initial experience of frustration. "Many of those who come to me to learn about watch repair are retirees. They want to make a little money on the side. And when they hit that wall of frustration, I tell them what my father told me – don't worry about it, you'll get it," Wadland said.

Phil Wadland's journey hasn't been confined only to the challenge of repairing watches and clocks. It has included disassembling and reassembling 65 years of life, with all its intricate parts and mechanisms ensconced in accomplishments and frustrations.

In 1964, the family moved from New England to Delray Beach, Florida, to bring some comfort to his mother's arthritis. "Dad went to all the jewelry stores in Palm Beach County and offered his services to repair watches and clocks. He worked out of the house, which was a good deal for us as well as the jewelers," Wadland explained.

By 1972, Phil Sr. was so successful that the house was wall-to-wall clocks. "In 1972, Dad decided to open his own business in Delray Beach, Wadland's Clock Services," Phil stated.

"That business grew so much, we had to expand. But I expanded it so much that we ended up in bankruptcy in 1985. We were doing hundreds of thousands in business but costs were also skyrocketing. So we went back to the house and started over."

By this time, Phil and his wife Harriet, whom he had met on the beach in Delray Beach, had two children, Julie and Mary. By 1992, as Phil described it, "The kids were grown and had left home for their own lives and the dog died, which really frees you up. There were no longer any responsibilities. Harriet and I decided to move to Daytona Beach and I went to work for a clock shop there."

In 1998, their youngest daughter, Julie, presented their first grandchild, so Phil and Harriet moved back to Delray Beach. He opened another retail clock shop in Boynton Beach and everything, business-wise, went well until September 11, 2001.

"On September 10, I had a thriving business. On September 12, I was basically out of business," he said. The terrorists who attacked the World Trade Center and Pentagon had lived in a motel about a half mile from the shop. Then the first anthrax incident occurred at the Post Office in Boca Raton, Wadland noted.

"People fled the area. They didn't bother to pick up watch-
February 1862 is probably best described as an emotional roller coaster for both the North and South. It was a month when Union forces achieved their greatest victories of the Civil War thus far and the South faced possible defeat and humiliation.

It also marked a time of great personal sorrow for President Abraham Lincoln when on February 20, his 11-year-old son William “Willie” Lincoln died of what was suspected to be typhoid. Lincoln had little time to mourn in that he had already called for northern armies to march on Richmond February 22.

However, once again Lincoln’s plans for an early end to the war were thwarted by his military commander General George McClellan’s refusal to make any bold military moves without detailed planning. Instead, February 22, George Washington’s birthday, was honored in Richmond by the inauguration of Jefferson Davis as President of the Confederacy.

But there was a bright star on the rise for Lincoln and the Union cause. It was General Ulysses S. Grant, who would later become the nation’s 18th President of the United States. He served two terms, 1869-1877.

In February 1862, Northerners assigned the moniker of “Unconditional Surrender” to Ulysses S. Grant. Grant later became the nation’s 18th president in 1869. On February 25, 1862 the American monetary policy went from the gold and silver standard to paper money.

**AN EMERGING COMMANDING GENERAL AND A WHITE HOUSE MOURNING**

U.S. Congress adopted the Legal Tender Act allowing the government to print $150 million that was backed by a similar amount of gold and silver. Many in the financial world predicted doom for the economy. Members of Congress who were against the new “greenbacks” saw it as “a complete collapse of the nation’s financial infrastructure.”

Greenbacks worked much better than the纸币所预测的。政府已经能够以比其前任，将军Henry Halleck. He was reinstated a month later when the rumors proved to be false.

In 1869, five years after his success during the Civil War and accepting surrender of the Confederacy at Appomattox, Ulysses S. Grant became the 18th President of the United States. He served two terms, 1869-1877.

February 1862 marked another major milestone in American history and one, it could be argued, of which the reverberations are being felt dramatically during 2012, the 150th Anniversary of the war. It was the change in U.S. monetary policy from the gold/silver standard to paper money.

On February 25, 1862 the Confederate states of West Virginia, which seceded from Virginia to remain part of the United States.

February 1862 ended with a day of fasting and prayer called for by the Confederate's newly inaugurated president as its war efforts seemed to be disintegrating. But the South's war machine proved to be more resilient than anticipated, and Lincoln's frustrations with his reluctant Commanding General McClellan proved more of an asset to the Confederacy than its own resources.

As the spring of 1862 approached, both Richmond and Washington realized this conflict of brother against brother was a long way and many casualties from resolution. It was on its way to becoming the costliest war of human sacrifice in U.S. history, and remains so to this day.
Romancing the Home

The Valentine month is inspiring me to inspire you to add some romance to your home. I’m not necessarily talking about the couples kind of romance, more like the deliciously romantic home kind.

Romance, in the sense of home décor, can mean lots of things. To get you started:

**Lighting** When day is done and the sun goes down, go for candlelight or for the diffused light that candlelight gives — warm, peachy, soft. Add dimmers to your light fixtures. It costs about five dollars and you can change the switch yourself. (Yes, you can!) Use 3-way bulbs in lamps wherever possible. Burn your candles! Don’t just have them sitting there.

**Texture:** Pillows, throws, rugs. I want to see some extravagantly soft pillows, light-as-a-feather throws and flokati rugs where you step out of bed, out of the shower.

**Fragrance:** Get wax fragrance tarts and a warmer. Try scents like rose, patchouli, sea breeze, lilac. Leave the fruity and sweet choices alone. Now, add fresh flowers here and there, even if it’s just a single bud.

**Living in romance is a choice. You only have to remember to make it happen.**

**Opulence** Layering creates opulence. Key locations to emphasize are dining table, sofa, favorite chair, bed. How? **Eating Opulence** is about having more than is necessary. Use things in unusual ways. Sling a shawl over a table that already has a tablecloth and a runner on it, dig out silk scarves, or glorious lengths of ribbon, braid or lace, and tie and bow at around pillows, lampshades, bedposts, wherever.

**Fragrance** Get wax fragrance tarts and a warmer. Try scents like rose, patchouli, sea breeze, lilac. Leave the fruity and sweet choices alone. Now, add fresh flowers here and there, even if it’s just a single bud.

**Living in romance is a choice. You only have to remember to make it happen.**

**Our Blog**, Coffee with Ginger (www.coffeewithginger.com), has free giveaways each month. Leave a comment and you’re automatically entered.

---

**Design Dilemma?**
Interior Emergency?
Domestic Decorating Dispute?

We’re here to help and accepting new clients. A simple call or email will provide you with our expert assistance.

**703-943-7400**
mail to: info@westbayinteriors.com

---

**The Lamplighter**
Serving Alexandria for 70 Years
1207 King St., Old Town, Alexandria, VA
(between Payne and Fayette St.)

703.549.4040  wwwlamplighterlamps.com

With mini spiral bulbs!

**Available in:**
- 1 watt = 5 watt
- 1 watt = 7 watt
- 1 watt = 9 watt
- 1 watt = 11 watt

**Save money by using less electricity than the old type bulbs — and they last up to 10 times longer! Come in and start saving today!**

---

**Go Green**
Available in:

- 11 watt = 55 watt
- 13 watt = 60 watt
- 15 watt = 65 watt
- 18 watt = 75 watt
- 26 watt = 100 watt

**And 3-way!**

**Call for Backup!!**

---

**We didn’t need dialogue. We had faces!**
- Gloria Swanson as Norma Desmond
*Sunset Boulevard*, 1950

---

**Romancing the Home**

With mini spiral bulbs!

**Aches and pains?**
Stop suffering today!

---

**An Invitation**
... to treat you with all the care and respect you richly deserve and to invigorate and invigorate your mind and body.

**NO OBLIGATION — PRIVACY PROMISED**

---

**No obligation on your part whatsoever!!**

- **If you or a family member need to see or hear better, come on and let me tell you about it,**
- **Hydrotherapy/Crystallizing**
- **Hair care/Coloring**
- **Face care**
- **Vitamin and mineral balance**
- **Super-enriched nutrient**
- **Super-vitalized skin**
- **Super-kidney base**
- **Hip and leg pain**

**Dr. Robert M. Knapp**
American Board Certified, Neurology, Virginia
1600 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
703.625.1200

**Make an appointment for your HEALTH!**
Alexandria Historical Society Calls for 2012 History Award Nominees

Winners Will Be Recognized During Awards Ceremony at the Lyceum

The Alexandria Historical Society is calling for nominations for the 2012 T. Michael Miller Alexandria History Award, to be presented to a person or persons who have made noteworthy contributions to the preservation of the historic, cultural, and artistic heritage of Alexandria. Honorees will be presented with a certificate and gift at a special awards ceremony on Wednesday, April 25 at 7:30 p.m., at The Lyceum, 201 South Washington Street. Four outstanding history students from each of Alexandria’s high schools will also be honored at the ceremony. A reception will follow the awards ceremony and lecture.

The Alexandria History Award has been renamed the T. Michael Miller Alexandria History Award to honor the contributions of Alexandria historian T. Michael Miller, who retired in 2009 after three decades of public service and research into Alexandria’s past. Organizations and interested individuals are invited to submit written nominations to the History Awards Committee of the Alexandria Historical Society. Each nomination should be in the form of a narrative, no longer than two pages, which explains in some detail the contributions of the nominee. Copies of the nominee’s work, including publications, should be included. More than one nomination may be offered, and the committee may select more than one person to receive the History Award. AHS Board members or persons who conducted research as part of their compensated professional responsibilities are not eligible for the award. The Awards Committee will give particular consideration to those individuals who have written research papers, theses, dissertations, books and materials, which publicly disseminate information on the social and cultural history of the area.

The 2011 History Award honoree was author Barb Winters for her book, Letters to...
School News

Alexandria Children Celebrate Martin Luther King’s Birthday with Poster Contest

For 22 years, Alexandria public school children have been encouraged to show their artistic ability and celebrate the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in a poster contest. Nine winners received their certificates and all children saw their work displayed in a ceremony at City Hall on January 16, Dr. King’s birthday.

The poster contest is sponsored each year by the Alexandria Society for the Preservation of Black Heritage and the Alexandria Black History Museum. The posters are on display in the Voia Lawson Lobby of City Hall through February.

Bishop Ireton Cardinals Win At Last!

On January 16, when Bishop Ireton’s Cardinals Girls Basketball team beat the Bishop O’Connell Knights at home 59-50, it marked the end of a long winning drought. Junior Camille Weber and Mara Celis each scored 13 points and freshman Danielle Hatchett sank a three-pointer to tie the score at halftime.

As part of the Washington Catholic Athletic Conference (WCAC), the Cardinals regularly face players who are among the best in the nation. Senior forward Bianca Ojiegbe was all smiles. She said she loves playing with her friends, but she had been looking for a win for a long time. Ojiegbe blocked crucial goals throughout the game and was a deciding factor in the victory. All the players and coaches were extremely emotional at the end of the game.

On Friday, January 6, Bishop Ireton High School hosted the First Annual Hunger Banquet to demonstrate how income disparity in Haiti affects diet and nutrition and to raise funds for its sister school, Louverture Cleary in Croix de Bouquet, Haiti.

Seventy-five students, parents and staff came to the Bishop Ireton cafeteria, not knowing the menu. Every guest received a randomly selected ticket, the color of which assigned them to a high-, middle- or low-income tier, and they ate a meal representing that income level. Every ticket also had a name and brief bio of someone now living in Haiti.

About 15 percent of participants received yellow tickets—the upper class. These guests dined with tablecloths, china and silverware. Waters served a three-course dinner of salad, casserole, vegetable, bread and dessert. Leftovers were plentiful.

Orange ticket holders, roughly 35 percent of the guests, were middle class and sat at long tables positioned to watch the upper classes. Their meal was self-serve: rice and beans on paper plates, with plastic utensils and water in a paper cup.

The remaining 50 percent held red tickets, assigning them to the lowest class. They sat crowded together on a center rug, with bowls of rice and paper plates. No utensils, and no second helpings allowed. (The percentages were based on current statistics of people worldwide living in poverty.) To add realism, before the dinner began, several of the middle class folks suffered economic losses and were moved to the rug area. One “family” moved from the upper classes to the middle class when one of them lost his job.

The Hunger Banquet was staged to demonstrate real problems that people face every day. Dinner was followed by a lively discussion focused on how education is the long-term solution to complex problems of hunger and poverty. Education gives people in poverty the tools to improve their lives. The First Annual Hunger Banquet raised more than $1000 for Louverture Cleary School.

St. Stephen’s & St. Agnes Middle School Literary Magazine Wins Award

The St. Stephen’s & St. Agnes Middle School literary magazine, Prattle Tales, received a rank of “excellent” by the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE). SSAS was the only middle school in Virginia to receive this ranking this year. More than 390 middle and high schools entered the 2011 NCTE program. This is the third time Prattle Tales has earned an excellent rating since the school started participating several years ago.

Prattle Tales has earned an excellent rating since the school started participating several years ago. More than 390 middle and high schools entered the 2011 NCTE program. This is the third time Prattle Tales has earned an excellent rating since the school started participating several years ago.
Marine Corps Marathon Presents Healthy School Award to Mount Vernon and William Ramsay Elementary Schools

The students at Mount Vernon Community School got a big surprise on January 19 when Marine Corps Marathon (MCM), along with Miles the Bulldog, presented the Healthy School Award and a $1,000 check from MCM partner Sodexo to Mount Vernon’s PE department to provide healthy snacks to every student. On January 26, William Ramsay Elementary students were also honored. In February, James Polk and George Mason Elementary will also receive awards.

Bishop Ireton Athletic Boosters Present Black Moon Tonic and “Big” Bad Juju

Put on your dancing shoes for an exciting evening of fun as you listen to the sounds of the 70s, 80s, and 90s! The BI Athletic Boosters Club presents two outstanding local bands, Black Moon Tonic and “Big” Bad Juju, on Saturday, February 11, 7:30-11:30 pm in BIHS Godley Gymnasium, 201 Cambridge Road, Alexandria, VA 22314. This event is open to all friends, parents, staff, and alumni of BIHS who are 21 years of age or older. On-line ticket sales preferred at www.liveatbishopireton.com. Tickets will also be sold at the door for cash or check only: $25.00/person ($50/couple) for Athletic Boosters Club members and $35/person ($70/couple) for non-members. There will be a cash bar and hors d’oeuvres. All proceeds benefit the BI Athletic Boosters. Questions? Email Larry Clark at clarkplpmr@aol.com or Jennifer Chastain at kinipela2@cox.net. All we’ll say is, “put on your dancin’ shoes.”
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FOR SALE
1960’s Schwinn Tank bike (g-force model). Original turquoise paint and seat. Been left outside under cover, but needs restoration. 703-919-7533.

SERVICES
Computer Help. Fairfax County resident will help resolve problems with computers and other electronic equipment. Mention you saw this ad in Zebra. Jim, 703-820-8767 or jandgonline.com.


Home Alone Felines. Loving, professional in-home care of your special feline. 703-671-5504 or homedeleonfelines@gmail.com.

Let me help you with your Avon needs. Give me a call, email, go to my website. 703-683-1387
debbyc@iname.com www.youravon/crcrichley

“Need an Extra $50 or more? Host a Gold Party. It’s fun and easy! To learn more, call 361-445-GOLD (4653) or a email dc-gold-party@comcast.net. Include the word “Zebra” for a $50 bonus!”
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Dr. Knapp, one of Virginia’s most recognized and respected chiropractors, reveals how chronic pain actually deteriorates the brain, affecting mental, physical, and emotional health.

We have all at one time or another had a backache or headache that lasted for a day or two. That kind of pain is typically considered to be acute. But what happens when pain becomes chronic? Pain is determined to be chronic when it persists, lasting for months or even years.

Dr. Knapp respected chiropractor and long-time health advocate, wants you to know this kind of constant pain can cause a landslide of much larger volume, brain state, and brain shrinkage.

According to Dr. Knapp “Chronic pain can disrupt brain function and cause problems such as depression, anxiety, somnolence, and even uncontrollable rage. This persistent pain can make it extremely difficult to make simple, everyday decisions.”

“Brain volume, brain state, and brain chemicals are all dramatically affected, and even harmed, by chronic pain. These brain disturbances, if left unaddressed, can cause permanent dysfunction, in the brain as a whole.”

The brain typically exists in a state of balance, or equilibrium. This equilibrium is known as the “resting state” network of the brain. This resting state means, under normal circumstances, when one region of the brain is active, other regions calm down.

But, when the region of the brain that controls equilibrium is affected by chronic pain, its connectivity to other regions of the brain is altered. This region mostly associated with emotion simply never rests. It stays active, “switched on” constantly. This constant activity wears out neurons and further alters the region’s connection to other regions of the brain, resulting in permanent damage.

Dr. Knapp states, “Brain neurons simply are not designed to sustain high activity for long periods of time. Chronic pain makes these neurons continuously active. And when brain neurons fire too much for too long, this kind of continuous dysfunction in the equilibrium of the brain can change its wiring forever and harm the brain.”

Unrelenting brain activity resulting from chronic pain causes mood and attention problems as the brain becomes overtaxed with too many active regions. It can even be the underlying cause of impaired awareness, perception, reasoning, and judgment.

Another alarming effect of chronic pain relates to the actual size of the brain. New research indicates long-term, persistent pain causes gray matter to shrink as much as five to eleven percent. In fact, this shrinkage is so significant that it is comparable to the gray matter volume lost in ten to twenty years of normal aging.

As frightening as all this is, many people simply reach for over-the-counter pain medications or potentially addictive prescription painkillers. However, Dr. Knapp reminds us this simply masks the underlying problem. Additionally, pain medications, whether OTC or prescriptive, all have a long litany of harmful and even fatal adverse effects.

The good news is, chiropractic treatment has a remarkable track record in effectively addressing and alleviating chronic pain — without potentially harmful drugs. Through precise, painless chiropractic treatment, a doctor of chiropractic carefully corrects the vertebral subluxations that are the root cause of the chronic pain.

Quite often, chiropractic care provides an immediate, long-lasting solution to chronic pain, allowing you to get back to the business of living with a clear mind and healthy outlook.

For more information on chronic pain and how it affects the brain, as well as the benefits of chiropractic care, contact the ADVANCED ALEXANDRIA CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE at (703) 823 - 2203.

Dr. Robert Knapp constantly strives to improve and update his knowledge in the field of chiropractic medicine; he participates in advanced orthopedic post-graduate courses and numerous seminars across the country. If you have a question for Dr. Knapp, please email him at dr.knapp@achiropractic.com or call his Alexandria office at 703-823 - 2201.
es and clocks they had at the shop. They just called and said they’d get them later. I held on for awhile, but with no income and with all that unclaimed repair work, I went broke again in 2001,” he said. To make matters worse, Harriet had died in 1999.

In 2002, Phil moved to Annapolis, Maryland, and joined his daughter Mary in the real estate business and opened a clock shop in his home. And then the housing bubble burst.

During a visit to Manchester, New Hampshire, Phil reconnected with his high school sweetheart, Carol. He soon moved back to Manchester and they married. He opened Wadland’s Clock Repairs in his garage.

Today Phil Wadland repairs watches and clock for various jewelers and has his own retail repair business. He is one of very few craftsmen proficient in both watch and clock repair and restoration.

“There’s a big difference between watchmakers and clock makers, like the difference between an automobile mechanic and a motorcycle mechanic,” Wadland emphasized.

Phil specializes in clocks that are 100 years or older, particularly those with brass works, and in restoring old pocket watches, which are coming back into vogue. He makes house calls for grandfather clocks, usually taking the clock’s works back to his shop, but leaving the clock case at home.

“A clock maker must have multiple skills: welding, carpentry, woodwork, and mechanical skills, to mention just a few. You often have to rebuild the case, which requires glass cutting as well,” Wadland explained.

Throughout his long career, Phil Wadland estimates he has worked on more than 100,000 timepieces. He once had five clock makers and four sales people working for him. People bring or send clocks to him from throughout the nation. If you want to know what makes a clock tick, just Ask The Clockman. His joy is his wisdom in timepieces, and time is his endless song.
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Call European Patrick
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202-497-2997
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Up to date news, events and special deals around town!!

CALL US TODAY TO HAVE YOUR
GAMP
FEATURED IN OUR MARCH AND APRIL ISSUES

Special pricing and editorial bonuses
703-224-8911
mary@thezebra.org
Delivering more copies per issue than any other local print product!
What's happening with home sales in your neighborhood? Be in the know: watch for this column every month and stay informed of recent home sales in your community. With interest rates still at historic lows, now is a great time to buy or sell!

Home listings courtesy of Becky Arnold, REALTOR®

### OLD TOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Close Price</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
<th>Bathrooms</th>
<th>Sold</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Subdivision</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 SLATER LN #16</td>
<td>$379,000</td>
<td>$365,000</td>
<td>12-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 0 1</td>
<td>No 322</td>
<td>MARINA TOWERS</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 SLATER LN #213</td>
<td>$210,000</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>11-Jan-12</td>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>No 197</td>
<td>MARINA TOWERS</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>545 BRADDON RD E #701</td>
<td>$475,000</td>
<td>$450,000</td>
<td>19-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 0 2</td>
<td>No 197</td>
<td>BRADDON HEIGHTS</td>
<td>Contemporary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616 QUEEN ST #16</td>
<td>$689,000</td>
<td>$655,000</td>
<td>11-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 154</td>
<td>MANTIS COLONIAL</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417 PENDLETON ST</td>
<td>$699,000</td>
<td>$675,500</td>
<td>10-Jan-12</td>
<td>3 2 1</td>
<td>No 134</td>
<td>POTOMAC GREENS</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015 PRINCESS ST</td>
<td>$439,900</td>
<td>$420,000</td>
<td>13-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 1 1</td>
<td>No 78</td>
<td>PRINCESS TOWERS</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155 CAMERON ST #101</td>
<td>$435,000</td>
<td>$412,500</td>
<td>12-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 71</td>
<td>THE PRESCOTT</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 TAYLOR RUN PKWY</td>
<td>$375,000</td>
<td>$370,000</td>
<td>18-Jan-12</td>
<td>3 1 1</td>
<td>No 44</td>
<td>TAYLOR RUN</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1035 ROYAL ST N #312</td>
<td>$399,900</td>
<td>$389,000</td>
<td>20-Jan-12</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>No 139</td>
<td>OLD TOWN</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702 FRANKLIN ST</td>
<td>$349,900</td>
<td>$340,000</td>
<td>13-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 1</td>
<td>No 11</td>
<td>PATRICK HENRY</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>926 FAIRFAX ST S</td>
<td>$729,900</td>
<td>$723,000</td>
<td>12-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 5</td>
<td>WATERS GARDEN</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136 PARK ST N</td>
<td>$489,900</td>
<td>$489,900</td>
<td>13-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 1 1</td>
<td>No 4</td>
<td>OLD TOWN</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1128 MUSEUM CT</td>
<td>$436,400</td>
<td>$436,400</td>
<td>13-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 162</td>
<td>VIRGINIA VILLAGE</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 WEST 7TH ST</td>
<td>$129,900</td>
<td>$129,900</td>
<td>21-Jan-12</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>No 2</td>
<td>ROMANESQUE</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002 NORTH LEE ST #205</td>
<td>$354,900</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
<td>23-Jan-12</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>No 2</td>
<td>OLDE ALEXANDRIA</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UPPER BRaddock/EAST

### DEL RAY/ROSEMONT

### ARLINGTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Close Price</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
<th>Bathrooms</th>
<th>Sold</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Subdivision</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3335 WYNDEHAM CT #222</td>
<td>$279,900</td>
<td>$275,000</td>
<td>18-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 87</td>
<td>POINTE AT PARK C</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2803 CENTRAL AVE</td>
<td>$829,900</td>
<td>$820,000</td>
<td>17-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 1</td>
<td>No 37</td>
<td>BRADDON HEIGHTS</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700 S. MARYLAND CT</td>
<td>$689,000</td>
<td>$647,000</td>
<td>20-Jan-12</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
<td>No 26</td>
<td>BRADDON HEIGHTS</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406 CRESTWOOD DR</td>
<td>$589,000</td>
<td>$589,000</td>
<td>26-Jan-12</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
<td>No 2</td>
<td>MCLEAN BULLOUGH</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406 COLEMAN RD</td>
<td>$648,000</td>
<td>$624,000</td>
<td>10-Jan-12</td>
<td>3 2 1</td>
<td>No 3</td>
<td>ROSEMONT</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610 WEST ST N #204</td>
<td>$329,900</td>
<td>$330,000</td>
<td>12-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>No 1</td>
<td>COLECROFT</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115 NORTH Lee ST #208</td>
<td>$354,900</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
<td>23-Jan-12</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>No 4</td>
<td>TIPPO FACTORY</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 MADISON ST #102</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
<td>$126,900</td>
<td>11-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 1 1</td>
<td>No 1</td>
<td>BOLLING BROOK</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115 CAMERON ST #204</td>
<td>$435,000</td>
<td>$412,500</td>
<td>12-Jan-12</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td>No 71</td>
<td>THE PRESCOTT</td>
<td>Colonial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BLACK & WHITE & READ ALL OVER!

If you find yourself out of town and someplace interesting, snap a picture with your copy of the Zebra and we'll publish it as soon as we can. Send photos to MAY@THEZEBA.org.

The Right Realtor Makes All the Difference! Personal service that you deserve.

Becky Arnold, REALTOR®

Prudential PenFed Realty

300 N. Washington Street, Suite 100 | Alexandria, VA. 22314 | mobile: 571-345-6175 | becky.arnold@penfedrealty.com

If you find yourself out of town and someplace interesting, snap a picture with your copy of the Zebra and we'll publish it as soon as we can. Send photos to MAY@THEZEBA.org.
Why do I smell sewage in my home?

Sewer smell in the house is a common problem for which there are a number of possible causes. While it could be the old cheese in your refrigerator, or the person who dared to eat that cheese, it could also be sewage. The risks involving sewer gases are nothing to take lightly. It is important to identify the source of the escaped gases to protect you and your family.

What are the effects of exposure to sewer gas?

The risks of sewer gases like hydrogen sulfide and methane escaping into your home are very real. At low concentrations, hydrogen sulfide smells like rotten eggs, while at high concentrations it can disable your sense of smell, going undetected and causing immediate loss of consciousness and death. Methane will decrease the amount of oxygen in the air, causing headache and nausea at low concentrations, and death by asphyxiation at high concentration levels. Also, both gases are flammable and highly explosive. Please take a couple minutes to equip yourself with the following bits of plumbers’ knowledge.

Possible Causes of Sewer Gas Leakage

Low Water Level in P-Trap

Every drain in your house (sink, tub, shower, floor drains) has a p-trap, and it does more than catch jewelry. The diagram shows how a p-trap seals out gas by maintaining an adequate water level. If left long enough, the water in the p-trap can evaporate, breaking the seal and allowing sewer gas to escape into your home environment. It is a fairly simple science that translates to: If sewage odor is coming from a drain, flush a gallon of water down it to reseal the p-trap. For infrequently used drains, such as the guest bathroom sink and shower, or the basement floor drain, it is a good idea to flush a gallon of water down them every month.

Broken Wax Seal on Toilet

Your toilet is sealed to the drain with a ring of wax which can sometimes break due to normal wear (and the occasional M80 firecracker), allowing sewer gas to escape through the bottom of the toilet. Installing a new wax seal will fix this problem.

Leaking or Blocked Roof Vent Pipe

The smell could also be coming from behind your wall, through a leak in your vent pipe. Most of the time, repairing the vent pipe requires cutting open the wall to gain access. It is best to first rule out the p-traps and broken wax seal as problem sources, as they are a much easier fix.

Cracks in the Foundation of House

If gases are in the soil adjacent to the house, they could be leaking through cracks in the foundation. This typically occurs in houses with a septic tank. Knowing the risks and causes of sewer gas in the home environment will not only keep your home from smelling like a Porta-John, but can save lives. Should you suspect a sewer gas leak, but can’t locate or fix the problem, do not hesitate to evacuate the home and call a plumber.

Dan Ryal is part of the business development team at Caffi Contracting Services. If you have any questions, email dan.ryal@cafficontracting.com.

This will give you some perspective in 2012. Take a look at some of these photos and comments from 1955.

“When I first started driving, who would have thought gas would someday cost 28 cents a gallon. Guess we’d be better off leaving the car in the garage.”

“If they think I’ll pay 50 cents for a haircut, forget it.”

“No one can afford to be sick anymore. At $15.00 a day in the hospital, it’s too rich for my blood.”

“If you think I’d ever pay 25 cents a gallon, guess again.”

“Did you see where some baseball player just signed a contract for $50,000 a year just to play ball? It wouldn’t surprise me if someday they’d be making more than the President!”
These furry friends (and many others) are looking for loving homes ...

A FOREVER HOME RESCUE FOUNDATION is a non-profit dog rescue group located in Charlotte, North Carolina. We strive to make quality dogs available for adoption and do our best to match prospective adopters with the right animal.

For more information about adoption, call 703-961-8690 or visit us online at www.foreverhome.org.

AFH is ALWAYS in need of foster homes!

It is fun and rewarding. Without enough foster homes we can’t save as many pets. Since AFH tries hard to not use boarding facilities, we cannot accept new, deserving animals into our program without ready foster homes. If you are interested in making your home available to a deserving pet, please drop us an email at Foster@aforeverhome.org.

For Valentine’s Day

Find LOVE

Sadie - (Female) - Available
Breed: Dachshund Mix
Age: 2 Years
Weight: 25 Pounds
History: Shelter
Description: Sadie is a very sweet dog. She likes people and is great with kids. She is a relatively small dog, 25 pounds, but very athletic. She is excited to go for walks. We are working on leash training and on the understanding that squirrels have the right to be left alone! She loves running and playing with my dog in the FENCED yard. She is a free spirit, she doesn’t like the crate and gets very punished when put in it. She is housebroken and behaves well in the house when left alone, but she would jump on the table to clean up the leftovers for you! With me, it was trust at first sight! I was taking care of her pups, and feeding her a lot, the she was so sketchy. With her new family, she will need some time to learn to trust so she can blossom into the beautiful dog she is.

Hercules - (Male) - Available
Breed: German Shepherd Dog
Age: 13 Months
History: Shelter
Description: This boy is a pure-bred white German Shepherd. He likes other dogs and is very sweet.

Lenny - (Male) - Available
Breed: Beagle / Labrador Retriever Mix
Age: 4 Years
History: Owner Release
Description: Hi, my name is Lenny, short for John Lennon! I am so glad to be back with AFH after being with my old family. For same time, their schedule was sooo bad that I was in a crate as they said for about 20 hours a day! Even though I miss them, I am very happy that my foster family is around most of the day and night so I only have to be in a crate when they both go out or at night. I am a 3-year-old lab/beagle mix but took more like a beagle than the lab. I love to be petted and snuggled. I am starting to realize that play is a great thing too. I know my commands and walk very well on a leash. You should see how nice I am at the adoption events. I will confess that I could lose a little weight but those green beans get me sure taste good and I love them with my meals.

Sadie - (Female) - Available
Breed: Dachshund Mix
Age: 2 Years
Weight: 25 Pounds
History: Shelter
Description: Sadie is a very sweet dog. She likes people and is great with kids. She is a relatively small dog, 25 pounds, but very athletic. She is excited to go for walks. We are working on leash training and on the understanding that squirrels have the right to be left alone! She loves running and playing with my dog in the FENCED yard. She is a free spirit, she doesn’t like the crate and gets very punished when put in it. She is housebroken and behaves well in the house when left alone, but she would jump on the table to clean up the leftovers for you! With me, it was trust at first sight! I was taking care of her pups, and feeding her a lot, the she was so sketchy. With her new family, she will need some time to learn to trust so she can blossom into the beautiful dog she is.

Heracles - (Male) - Available
Breed: German Shepherd Dog
Age: 13 Months
History: Shelter
Description: This boy is a pure-bred white German Shepherd. He likes other dogs and is very sweet.

Lenny - (Male) - Available
Breed: Beagle / Labrador Retriever Mix
Age: 4 Years
History: Owner Release
Description: Hi, my name is Lenny, short for John Lennon! I am so glad to be back with AFH after being with my old family. For same time, their schedule was sooo bad that I was in a crate as they said for about 20 hours a day! Even though I miss them, I am very happy that my foster family is around most of the day and night so I only have to be in a crate when they both go out or at night. I am a 3-year-old lab/beagle mix but took more like a beagle than the lab. I love to be petted and snuggled. I am starting to realize that play is a great thing too. I know my commands and walk very well on a leash. You should see how nice I am at the adoption events. I will confess that I could lose a little weight but those green beans get me sure taste good and I love them with my meals.

Sadie - (Female) - Available
Breed: Dachshund Mix
Age: 2 Years
Weight: 25 Pounds
History: Shelter
Description: Sadie is a very sweet dog. She likes people and is great with kids. She is a relatively small dog, 25 pounds, but very athletic. She is excited to go for walks. We are working on leash training and on the understanding that squirrels have the right to be left alone! She loves running and playing with my dog in the FENCED yard. She is a free spirit, she doesn’t like the crate and gets very punished when put in it. She is housebroken and behaves well in the house when left alone, but she would jump on the table to clean up the leftovers for you! With me, it was trust at first sight! I was taking care of her pups, and feeding her a lot, the she was so sketchy. With her new family, she will need some time to learn to trust so she can blossom into the beautiful dog she is.

Heracles - (Male) - Available
Breed: German Shepherd Dog
Age: 13 Months
History: Shelter
Description: This boy is a pure-bred white German Shepherd. He likes other dogs and is very sweet.

Lenny - (Male) - Available
Breed: Beagle / Labrador Retriever Mix
Age: 4 Years
History: Owner Release
Description: Hi, my name is Lenny, short for John Lennon! I am so glad to be back with AFH after being with my old family. For same time, their schedule was sooo bad that I was in a crate as they said for about 20 hours a day! Even though I miss them, I am very happy that my foster family is around most of the day and night so I only have to be in a crate when they both go out or at night. I am a 3-year-old lab/beagle mix but took more like a beagle than the lab. I love to be petted and snuggled. I am starting to realize that play is a great thing too. I know my commands and walk very well on a leash. You should see how nice I am at the adoption events. I will confess that I could lose a little weight but those green beans get me sure taste good and I love them with my meals.

Sadie - (Female) - Available
Breed: Dachshund Mix
Age: 2 Years
Weight: 25 Pounds
History: Shelter
Description: Sadie is a very sweet dog. She likes people and is great with kids. She is a relatively small dog, 25 pounds, but very athletic. She is excited to go for walks. We are working on leash training and on the understanding that squirrels have the right to be left alone! She loves running and playing with my dog in the FENCED yard. She is a free spirit, she doesn’t like the crate and gets very punished when put in it. She is housebroken and behaves well in the house when left alone, but she would jump on the table to clean up the leftovers for you! With me, it was trust at first sight! I was taking care of her pups, and feeding her a lot, the she was so sketchy. With her new family, she will need some time to learn to trust so she can blossom into the beautiful dog she is.

Heracles - (Male) - Available
Breed: German Shepherd Dog
Age: 13 Months
History: Shelter
Description: This boy is a pure-bred white German Shepherd. He likes other dogs and is very sweet.

Lenny - (Male) - Available
Breed: Beagle / Labrador Retriever Mix
Age: 4 Years
History: Owner Release
Description: Hi, my name is Lenny, short for John Lennon! I am so glad to be back with AFH after being with my old family. For same time, their schedule was sooo bad that I was in a crate as they said for about 20 hours a day! Even though I miss them, I am very happy that my foster family is around most of the day and night so I only have to be in a crate when they both go out or at night. I am a 3-year-old lab/beagle mix but took more like a beagle than the lab. I love to be petted and snuggled. I am starting to realize that play is a great thing too. I know my commands and walk very well on a leash. You should see how nice I am at the adoption events. I will confess that I could lose a little weight but those green beans get me sure taste good and I love them with my meals.

Sadie - (Female) - Available
Breed: Dachshund Mix
Age: 2 Years
Weight: 25 Pounds
History: Shelter
Description: Sadie is a very sweet dog. She likes people and is great with kids. She is a relatively small dog, 25 pounds, but very athletic. She is excited to go for walks. We are working on leash training and on the understanding that squirrels have the right to be left alone! She loves running and playing with my dog in the FENCED yard. She is a free spirit, she doesn’t like the crate and gets very punished when put in it. She is housebroken and behaves well in the house when left alone, but she would jump on the table to clean up the leftovers for you! With me, it was trust at first sight! I was taking care of her pups, and feeding her a lot, the she was so sketchy. With her new family, she will need some time to learn to trust so she can blossom into the beautiful dog she is.
A trusted resource since 1955 for cleaning, repair, and restoration of the region’s finest carpets and rugs.

If you stand on it, Joe Hadeed stands behind it.